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Suspect questioned

Monday feature

Branch campus offers Army deserter queried for bombing
several opportunities

Social Security office were.
The death toll in the worst terrorist bombing in
U.S. history stood at 78, with ISO people unaccounOKLAHOMA CITY - An Army deserter was ted for. More than 400 were injured in Wednesquestioned Sunday in connection with the bombing day's blast, caused by thousands of pounds of
of the federal building, but the Justice Department homemade explosives packed into a Ryder rental
denied he was the heavy-browed "John Doe 2" pic- truck.
tured in an FBI sketch.
David Iniguez was picked up by military auAs the investigation widened, some 20,000 peo- thorities in San Bernardino, Calif., on charges unple overflowed the state fairgrounds, where Presi- related to the attack and was questioned in connecdent Clinton and the Rev. Billy Graham were to tion with the bombing, Justice Department
lead a memorial service on what the president de- spokesman John Russell said.
clared a national day of mourning.
Air Force Lt. Col. Joan Ferguson, a Pentagon
Hours before the ceremony, spectators lined up spokeswoman, said Iniguez went AWOL from Fort
for a mile. Attorney General Janet Reno got a- Riley, Kan., on Aug. 23, and was declared a deserstanding ovation as she entered.
ter a month later.
"I think we all feel paralyzed," said Tamara
On Friday, the FBI arrested what it said was the
Meadows, of suburban Edmond.
first of the two "John Does" in the agency's sketThe bombing site, where workers have toiled for ches: Timothy McVeigh, a 27-year-old former GI
days in heat, dust, rain and cold, was a scene of with far-right political views. He was charged with
growing misery. .Fears that the structure would taking part in the attack.
crumble stopped searchers again and again from
See OKLAHOMA, page eight.
reaching the area where a day-care center and
Christopher Sullivan
The Associated Press

by Heather Cvengros

Cult leader stabbed
The Associated Press

TOKYO - A man reportedly
out for revenge against the
doomsday cult suspected in last
month's subway gas attack stabbed a senior cult leader outside
the group's Tokyo headquarters
Sunday and was immediately ar-

the convenience of being close to
home.
Flrelands' campus, which consists of 1,400 students, is unique
in two ways. It is one of seven
undergraduate colleges of Bowling Green State University and is
the only branch campus.
Lesley Ruszkowski, director of
college relations, said the affiliation with the University is a

Mayoral candidate would like
to emphasize University in city
Joe Boyle
The BC News

Editor's note: This is the third
story in a three-part series profiling the mayoral candidates.
While Jack Hartman is the lone
Democrat in the hunt for Bowling Green mayor's office, he is
already mobilizing a campaign
while his Republican opponents
duke it out for the May 2 primaryHowe ver,
Hartman believes the differences in
party are not
nearly as significant as the
differences in
political platforms.
"I think in
Hartman
city races party differences are
less important than differences
on platform views and records
are," Hartman said.
Among those differences are
University relations, which
Hartman claims are in serious
need of improvement
"I think the University is our
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John Nelson
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Howard Cosell, whose caustic
"tell it like it is" personality made hJm the world's
most celebrated sportscaster and turned "Monday
Night Football" into a national institution, died
Sunday. He was 77.
Cosell, who underwent cancer surgery in 1991,
died of a heart embolism at New York University's
Hospital for Joint Diseases, grandson Justin Cohanesaid.
He was the strident, colorful voice of ABC radio
and television from 1953 to 1992. It was a period of
phenomenal growth and change in America's pastimes, spurred by television's cascading millions
and increased greed among athletes and promoters.
Cosell chronicled it that way, revolutionizing a
broadcasting industry more used to parroting the

party line.
"Howard Cosell was one of the most original
people ever to appear on American television,"
said ABC News President Roone Ariedge, who was
head of ABC Sports during Cosell's heyday. "He
became a giant by the simple act of telling the
truth in an industry that was not used to hearing it
and considered it revolutionary."
Cosell was one of the first sportscasters to call
Muhammad Alilsy his new name after he changed
it from Cassius Clay. He stood up for Ali when the
heavyweight champion refused to enter military
service during the Vietnam War and was stripped
of his title.
"Howard Cosell was a good man and he lived a
good life," Ali said. "I have been interviewed by
many people, but I enjoyed interviews with How- ■
ard the best. We always put on a good show. I hope
See COSELL, page five.
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Chad Kinsley (left) and Andy Smith ride their onlcycles Friday ngle. "I picked It up recently," Kinsley said. Smith, on the other
afternoon on the basketball courts across from Krelscher Quadra- hand, taught himself at a young age.
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A student task force,
designed to analyze
problems in the Union, has
been approved by
University President Paul
Olscamp.
Page 4.
•
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See CUIT, page three.

One-Wheeled Wonders

primary asset," Hartman said.
"It attracts $65 million of state
subsidies and another $65 million
in student fees and housing.
"The University is the engine
which drives" the community's
culture," he said. "It's the reason
BG has been an attractive place
to live."
Hartman said he believes the
current administration's policies
toward University students is
destructive.
Particularly disturbing to
Hartman is the stalemate in the
redistricting issue. Hartman said
he supports redrawing the lines
in a fashion reflecting the population distribution.
"I will do everything In my
power to see there is one person,
one vote," Hartman said.
If elected, Hartman, a former
Journalism instructor at the University, said he hopes to improve
on relations by working closely
with the University through an
ambassador.
"My first appointment will be
an ombudsman, and see if it's
possible to get a city office on
campus," Hartman said.
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strong point.
"The 62-mile drive is the only
separation," she said.
The courses and programs offered by the college are carefully
coordinated to ensure a smooth
transition for students who wish
to begin their baccalaureate degrees at Fireiands and then conSee FIREIANDS, page five.

Hartman reaches out

NHK reported.
Murai, whose department has
been linked to the cult's chemical
research, has appeared on television to deny that the cult ever has
produced sarin. The nerve gas
was used in the March 20 subway

Cosell succumbs at 77

The BG Ncwrftoss Wcitmcr
Students at the Flrelands College, a branch of BGSU In Huron, Ohio, can enjoy a more intimate atmosphere than at the main campus, with student enrollment at 1,400. "It's much cheaper to go here
than [at the University]," said Lori Hosteller, a Health Information Technology major. "In most
cases, the place you work will pay for you to go back and finish your four-year degree.
Whether a recent high school
graduate, a person considering
college later in life, or someone
just interested in expanding
one's knowledge and skills, Flrelands College may be the answer.
Nestled in Huron, Ohio, Firelands offers an affordable university education with the comforts of a friendly atmosphere,
student-faculty interaction and

rested.
Hideo Murai, 36, head of the
Aum Shinri Kyo (Supreme Truth)
cult's "Science and Technology
Ministry," underwent surgery
for abdominal wounds. A cult
spokesman at the hospital said
Murai was in serious condition,
the public television network

NATION
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SPORTS

A new study shows the
number of children living
without fathers has
quadrupled since 19S0.
Page 7.

Falcon quarterback
Ryan Henry played in his
first game since
undergoing back surgery.
Page 11.
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Carelessness
hurts
students
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"Celebrating 75 years of Excellence"
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Users of Internet
must be sensible
A wise man once said that with great power conies
great responsibility.
The Internet, a virtual warehouse of information and
opportunity, is a powerful tool that's diversity of uses
exceeds the vast number of people who use it.
Writer Gertude Stein penned in 1946 that everybody
gets so much information all day long that they lose their
common sense. Stein may not have realized just how
close to the truth that verse would be at the end of the
twentieth century.
It has come to many people's attention that responsibility and common sense are not being used by those who
use the Internet.
As of now, there are no standards for the type of information which floats across the Internet and onto
monitors around the world. A vast amount of facts and
tidbits, concerning every aspect of life as we know it, is
literally at our fingertips.
It is easy to understand how it would be possible to
lose control.
One suggested solution is to have someone, or some
group, police die Internet This individual, or overseeing
body, would be the information superhighway patrol,
parked off to the side ready to pull over those who commit on-line altercations.
The News hopes it doesn't come to this. We encourage
Internet users to not lose their senses over the vast potential this medium has to offer.
As proponents for First Amendment rights we are not
for censorship, instead we advocate common decency.
Since the Internet does not discriminate against who has
access to its information, anyone, no matter what age,
race or views, can tap into. It can be used as a vehicle for
intelligent conversation, an exchange of ideas, a link between cultural boundaries. It can also be used to further
ideas of hatred, ignorance and cowardice.
It is the responsibility of those who use this medium of
communication to keep a standard of decency. Only
through these efforts can the influence of outside lawmakers be avoided. Policing of the information superhighway, whether on a national level or a campus level,
will allow for the repression of voices and the suppression of individual ideas.

Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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I realize that it's the end of the
year and everyone is probably
thinking about finals and what
they're going to do for the summer, but I think this issue is an
important one. I am aware, as I'm
sure everyone is, that college
employees are extremely busy
and that they have a lot of work
to take care of, but that is no excuse for careless mistakes.
Those careless mistakes can
often affect a student's schedule,
financial situations, and future.
This semester, I switched my
major from Elementary to Secondary English Education. In doing so, I dropped a class because
it was no longer a requirement
for my new major.
I was also enrolled In Math 242,
which is a math course for elementary teachers. My elementary adviser told me that I could
stay in the class since it was
listed on the Secondary Education requirement sheet (the most
updated version).
I was skeptical because Math
242 is an elementary education
class, but it was on the requirement sheet so I knew it must be
right. My new Secondary Education adviser is on leave this semester, so I was directed to William Speer (professor, education
curriculum).
After a week or so, I reached
Speer and asked him about the
class. He said that Math 242 was
a misprint on the Secondary Requirement Sheet and that it
would be wise to drop the class
because I no longer needed it. He
was very kind and helpful and I

Jvarla

was to write a letter to my adviser who's on leave, which I did,
and another was to contact the
chairman of the Education Department and explain my situation. To my surprise, the Educa-

I believe that the University
should be aware of these kinds of
problems and should take better
precautions to make sure this
does not continue to happen. I
don't feel It is my responsiblity to

"College students have enough
of their own -■ we shouldn't
xlanisch responsibilities
have to look after the University to make

took his advice, along with my
own Judgment, and dropped the
class. Because I dropped Math
242 and it was too late too pick up
another class, ray credit hours
dropped to 11, which is not considered a full-time student.
It is now close to the end of the
semester, and I received a bill
from the Bursar Office claiming
that I owe a large sum of money
because a portion of my Financial Aid was deducted since I am
no longer a full-time student.
They also put a hold on my Priority Registration until I paid the
amount.
I called the Financial Aid Office and the Bursar Office and
explained my situation. The bursar told me that I would have to
pay the amount and then If Financial Aid decided to deduct the
charge, they would take it off my
bill or reimburse me. Financial
Aid told me to contact my adviser
and if I had proof that this was
indeed my sitution, they would
review my case and probably deduct some of the charge.
I called Speer and once again
he was helpful and he gave me
several options to try to correct
the problem. One of those options

sure they're not making mistakes that can
ruin our futures."

tion Department was not even
aware of the misprint, and I was
also told that I should be more
careful about dropping classes.
Well, maybe they should be
more careful about making sure
mistakes aren't printed on important requirement sheets. Students depend on these sheets to
guide them into the right
courses, not the wrong ones.
It was suggested that I try to
get into an Independent Studies
Course to gain some credit,
which I see no point in doing.
Why should I try to get into another class when this isn't even
my mistake?
So far nothing has been done to
correct the situation, and I fear
the thought of other students being put in the same situation that
I am in. I'm sure there are other
students out there who may be
taking classes that they thought
they could use toward their
major, when in fact they are being misled by people they should
be able to trust.

pay for a mistake that was made;
by the University.
College students have enough1
responsibilities of their own -- we
shouldn't have to look after the
University to make sure they're
not making mistakes that can
ruin our futures.
I hope this column helps out
any students who may be in a situation similar to the one I'm lnl
My advice to all students is to be
extra careful, because although
you may think there are people at,
this University who are helping^
you, (and there probably are
several of them) you may be sur-j
prised at how many people can
end up misguiding you.
If you have a question or a
problem, don't hesitate to ask. it
you don't think something'^
right, don't be afraid to fight itj
The faculty and staff and this)
University make mistakes, too. '
Karla Hanisch is a sophomore!
secondary education major and a
guest columnist for The News. ;
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
All deserve rights
I am writing in response to
Rodney Pratt's Letter to the Editor dated April 17. I am sorry
that Pratt is so uncomfortable
with being confronted by reality.
Homosexuals and bisexuals are
everywhere!
As far as what he describes as
an "excessive push" by homosexuals and bisexuals to gain acceptance by the community, perhaps Pratt should consider the
fact that homosexuals and bisexuals are confronted with heterosexuality on television, in movies, in music and in everyday life.
Yet, this is not considered "excessive."
Pratt, how many heterosexual
couples do you count dally holding hands, hugging or kissing in
public? If you saw the same
number of homosexuals holding
hands, hugging or kissing In public how would you respond? My
sad guess is that many people
would be uncomfortable seeing
homosexuals express affection in
public the way that heterosexuals da
My question is "Why?" Why
shouldn't homosexuals and
bisexuals do the same things and
have the same rights as heterosexuals? In my opinion, the only
reason for this inequality is that
people are uneducated about homosexuality, and as a result, prejudices occur.

#

The bulletin boards in your
halls and the pamphlets in your
mailbox are there to educate you,
Pratt. What better place can you
think of for education to occur
than a University? My suggestion to you is rather than complain about Information "littering" your mailbox, try accepting
the fact that some people in this
world have different opinions
than you.
An educated person would respect differences in opinion and
try to understand them - unlike
you, Pratt, who confesses to not
caring about what other people's
opinions are. Such a confession
only demonstrates your own ignorance.
Cathy Griffith
Junior
English

BG lacks in beauty
I came to this Unlvesity for
various reasons. Now don't get
me wrong, I love It here at BG,
and that's why I am writing this
letter. Since I've been here I've
noticed that the campus has
undergone many changes for the
better. Olscamp Hall has been
built, the Fieldhouse has been
opened and the Epp'-er Complex
Is nearly completed. However,
many proposals have been
brought to my attention also.
My concerns are about keeping

A

the scenery on campus equal to
the education that's provided
here great. Our college green between University Hall and the
Administration building is beautiful. Many large trees, green
grass and McFall Center and
University Hall make the green
look like what a college campus
should look like, beautiful. Also,
the courtyard where the bell
tower stands has shade trees and
a grassy lawn, but these are really the only two spots on campus
with this type of scenery, other
than Oak Grove Cemetary.
Now I look nl the road that runs
in front of the University Union
that's blocked off and never
used, the empty space between
Hayes Hall and Prout Hall, the
chewed up parking lot in front of
the Eppler Complex. There Is
talk about turning all this area
into grass and trees that would
greatly improve the look of this
campus.
Take a look around at most of
the other MAC campuses, most
of them are beautiful - many
trees, grass, and old buildings.
This is the issue of a campus
tour, to show off the campus and
that's the impression that many
would be students are left with
when they leave a school. Either
It was beautiful, or it was not
Now I read that the old stone
wall might be torn down, why? If
It needs a little maintenance,
then fix It up. Don't tear it down.

i

I also know that South Hall may
be torn down and a new building
may be built.
Please, if a new building is
needed, then either remodel
South Hall, or build a new building there. If there's not enough
room, make it taller, or find room
out by the Technology building
or next to Olscamp, or between
the Student Services building
and Kreisher Quad in that open
space. We need to strive to keep
aw campus looking beautiful, we
don't need cement.
Michelle Lazar
Senior
Education

to the readers
With the semester coming to an end The News will
strive to ensure that all Letters to the Editor that have
been submitted get In before the end of the semester. If we are unable to include all the letters that
have been submitted, then
the letters will be held until
the summer edition ofThe
News begins.
For the rest of the semester if you are submitting a
letter, we would appreciate
it if you also Included your
phone number In your letter. If we are unable to get
your letter in, we will call
you.
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THEY
SAID IT
"Once the graffiti is cleaned up ...
neighborhoods have gone a long way
to eliminating the open air drug markets."
IM Mnnui am to M a*.

Frogs 'married' in hopes
of rain
DHAKA, Bangladesh - Need
rain for your crops? Catch frogs
and bind them In matrii..ony,
farmers In northern Bangladesh
say.
People in Rangpur province of
Bangladesh, where rain is the
only way of irrigating fields, are
catching frogs and performing
mock marriages in the belief it
will bring showers, a newspaper
reported Thursday.
At least 12 such "marriages"
were performed in five villages
last week, some according to Is-
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On This Date
1995

Twenty-eight years ago today,
representatives from the Ohio Civil
Service Employees Association spoke
to University employees in an attempt
to get them to form a union. It was the
second union group to visit campus in
a week.

lamic custom and others according to Hindu traditions, Meillat
daily said.
"I've done it before and it
worked," it quoted a farmer,
Suran Chandra, as saying.
After each "marriage," conch
shells are blown and the frogs are
returned to the ponds where they
were caught.
A dry spell has been sweeping
across northern Bangladesh, with
temperatures reaching 99 degrees. The country's main crops
- rice, jute and tea - depend on
rains that usually come by midMarch.

ACROSS
THE STATE
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-Robert Teir.Citadel

ACROSS
THE WORLD

NATIONAL v.T,.in.
Tha Aoou-WMririw* fomoMl tor noon, Sunday, Aprl 23.

Increased security will be in
effect at both buildings and
workers will need identification
to get inside.
CLEVELAND - Two federal
Bomb threats prompted aubuildings closed last week bethorities to close the buildings on
cause of bomb threats will reopen Friday. Other threats led to evaon Monday, the government said. cuations in Columbus, Cincinnati,
No further threats were
Toledo, Dayton, Springfield and
received against the Anthony J.
Steubenville last week. No bombs
were found.
Celebrezze Federal Building or
the U.S. Courthouse, the Federal
The threats followed a bombing
Protective Service said In a
at a federal building in Oklahoma
statement.
City which killed scores.

Cleveland government
buildings to reopen

ampus
orner
Five University graduate students win
awards

Five graduate students from
the University's College of
Musical Arts have been named
national winners in the Wurlltzer Collegiate Division of Ohio
Music Teachers National Association Competition.
They competed at the organization's national conference
in Alburquerque, N.M., March
25-30.
Saxophonist Russell Peterson received $2,000 as the
winner in the woodwind division.
The Transcontinental Saxophone Quartet won the chamber music competition and
received a $3,000 prize.
Along with Peterson, mem-

FAST
SPECIAL
ORDERS

The cult has denied any connection with the Tokyo attack or
with two cases last week in which
hundreds of people complained
of stinging eyes and sore tbt-oats
at a train station and shopping
center in Yokohama, just south of
the capital.

But police suspect the cult of
making sarin. They have seized
tons of potentially dangerous
chemicals in raids on cult facilities and arrested more than 100
cult members on a variety of
charges, none directly related to
the subway attack.
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Continued from page one.

living in Japan, swung at Murai
with a kitchen knife three times
as he emerged from the building,
stabbing him once.
According to the network, he
told police "I tried to give him
punishment" because of trouble
caused by the cult.

NEW RELEASES

Vll

CULT
attack that killed 12 people and
sickened 5,500 others.
Police posted outside the cult
headquarters arrested a man
they identified as Hiroyuki Jo.
29, a member of a rightist organization.
NHK said Jo, a South Korean

bers of the quartet are Marco
Albonetri, M. Amanda Materne
and Yiannis Miralis.
The recipients performed on
March 28 in a special concert
at the conference featuring
winners of the competition.
College of Arts and Sciences
student Jenece Gerber, a previously announced winner of
the MTNA Columbia Pictures
Publications Student Composition Competition, also had her
piece "Floating Down the
River at Evening" performed
by University faculty members Virginia Marks, piano;
and Ann Corrigan, soprano.
University alumnus Frederick Speck, who earned his
bachelor's degree in 1978 and
his master's in 1982, was honored at the competition

1
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BUY, SELL, NEW, USED
RECORDS, TAPES, COMPACT DISKS

S100 Off with this ad

exoires 4 27-95

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

The Perfect Job For Male And Female Students
Who Want To Work, Stay In Shape, And Have Fun!!
Earn $7.00 per hour
Tuition assistance
Work 3-5 hours a day
Monday-Friday

•Shifts to fit any schedule
Night- 1:00-6:00AM
Sunrise-3:00-8:00AM
Day1:30-6:30PM
TwiliSht-6:30-11:30PM

WE WILL BE ON CAMPUS
• Wednesday, 4-19, in the Career
Planning and Placement Services in the
Student Services Building
• Tuesday, 4-25, in the Student Union
***

10-2 P.M.

• Thursday, 4-27, in the Student Union
Fort Room
io-2 P.M.
Scheduled interviews are not needed

RPS is an equal opportunity/affirmative
action employer

353-3555

Ink Shows Through
i

Campus
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Task force approved

Students
discuss
thoughts
on crime

Student leaders to review University Union
Jim Barker
The BC News
A Student Union Task Force
comprised of student organization leaders and faculty and staff
representatives has been approved by President Paul Olscamp, a move student leaders believe is a major step forward in
the push for changes to the University Union.
The creation of a studentfaculty task force, designed to
analyze problems in the current
Union and propose solutions to
those problems, has been a major
goal of student organizations this
year.
Undergraduate Student
Government, Graduate Student
Senate, Resident Student Association, Interfraternity Council
and Panhellenic Council have
each passed task force resolutions this year In hopes of gaining
President Olscamp's approval.
Olscamp not only approved the
task force, but also forwarded
suggestions concerning the task
force's membership and purpose

to Ed Whipple, vice president for
Student Affairs. Whipple used
this input while drafting the official objective.
The Student Union Task Force
is charged with evaluating the
current University Union and
making recommendations in the
areas of programming, funding
options for renovations, campus
and community relations, multicultural services and food services.
The Task Force will include
appointed delegates from the following student organizations:
The News, Black Student Union,
Graduate Student Senate, Interfraternity Council, Latino Student Union, Off-Campus Students, Panhellenic Council, PanHellenic Council, Resident Student Association, Undergraduate
Student Government and University Activities Organization.
Faculty and staff will be represented by the chairperson of the
Student Affairs Advisory Board,
chairperson of the Union Advisory committee, two assistant vice
presidents for Student Affairs,

EVER GET A REWARD
FOR SHOW UP LATE?
SHOW UP UTE AT THE MSm* fiUnOT*AND YOU'LL SAVE MONEY.
BRING IN THE COUPON BELOW AFTER GN* ANY WEEKDAY OR

THAT'S SB OFF ANY OF OUR MAC OR PC CASED SOFTWARE,
INCLUDlNBiiSTUDENT-PRICED STUFF LIKE PAGEMAKER AND

10AM-4PM ON SATURDAYS.
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Student leaders honored

"This was inspired by
the Michael Faye
incident. It is about
the one-year
anniversary of his
caning."

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES

OFF

AnyTtmi
j feu Ulta

A University student presented a talk show discussing deterrents to crime Friday night in
OlscampHalL
U'Talk host Sydney Smith had
an array of panelists including
Bernle Moss, a detective for the
Toledo police; Harland Britz,
Tin BG Newi/Kclly Rl|»
president of the American Civil
Liberties Union, and Joseph
Greg DeCrane, University assistant vice president for student
Jacoby, University professor of
affairs, presents a plaque to Mary Saddlemlre, wife of the late
sociology.
Gerald Saddlemlre.
See TASK FORCE, page five.
"I see no problem caning for
certain crimes," Moss said, referring to the beating Michael
Faye, a Dayton native, was given
for crimes committed in Singapore. "I think it should be used
lected as the Student Leader of DeTardo, Leadership Recogni- witH repeat theft offenses."
Dawn Keller
tion Committee chairwoman.
the Year.
Smith also showed video of a a
The BG News
Four students were honored as U.S. boot camp used to discipline
"You don't lead because you
Several University students want to get an award or because Student Leaders of the Month, prisoners instead of putting them
and an adviser were honored for you want to be honored," Pulizzi which is given every two months. into the prison system. The camp
their leadership skills Thursday said. "You do it because you want
This award is based on stu- has only been in existence five
to help people, but it is nice after dents' commitment to their or- years, so no results on recidivism
night.
Six students were recognized working hard for more than four ganization, dedication, iniative, are available.
their ability to delegate responas finalists for the Student years."
The Student Leaders of the siblity, creativity and their abilLeader of the Year at the 10th
annual Student Organization for Year are selected based on the ity to set goals and objectives,
Leadership Development Recog- extent they are involved in their according to Michelle Rubio,
organization, their achievements Leadership Recognition Commitnition Reception.
Joseph Pulizzi, president of and goals and their leadership tee member.
Mortar Board, was the finalist se- ability, according to Kimberly
The student leaders of the
month are Kimberly Kirchner,
Circle K treasurer, Andrea Zarrelli, publicity director of University Activities Organization;
Art Mabrey Jr., Resident Student
Association vice president and
Sydney Smith
president-elect and Rio OsterhostofUTalk
feld.RSA president.
Thirty-seven students were selected as University representa"Military boot camp works for
tives for 1994-95 Who's Who a different purpose, and thereAmong American Colleges and fore does not work [to reform
Universities.
prisoners]," Jacoby said.
'This award is for juniors and
New panelists were brought in
seniors who have high aca- for the second segment of U'demics, leadership, participa- Talk. These included Lindsey
tion, citizenship and show a fu- Whitehead, director of counselture contribution to society," ing at Owens Community Colsaid Stacey Vojlr, Honor Society lege, and Joyce Wagoner, a clinicoordinator.
cal psychologist.
Bonnie Fink, the adviser of the
The panelists said they beSociety for Technical Communi- lieved a less harsh approach
cation, won the Adviser of the should be taken to reform
Year Award. She was one of five prisoners. They said they believe
advisers vying for the honor.
therapy may be a better apSee SOLD, page five. proach.
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Union Director Dave Crooks, director of Student Activities and a
representative from the Office of
Planning and Budgeting.
The Task Force will appoint a
chairperson and determine its
operating procedures and will
most likely begin Its work at the
start of the 1995 academic year.
The charge calls for a progress
report by the end of the fall 1995
semester.
Whipple said he was encouraged by Olscamp's receptiveness
to student concerns.
"I think the president was certainly responding to student interest in establishing a task
force, Whipple said.
"This will give an opportunity

1
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FIRELANDSContinued from page one.

The BG Ncwi/Ron Wcltmer

Fine arts major Carol Hoffman takes part In a class critique of students' artwork. "It's not that It's any
closer for me [to go to Flrelands], I'm from Clyde, but I like the smaller atmosphere.

BGkSiU
Answers to important student questions

1.1 failed a course here. Can I session and three hours per fourtake It at home and have the new week session. Remember that
courses are taught at an accelgrade replace my BGSU grade?
erated pace, so be prepared!
Dear Oops:
No. To remove a D, F, WF, or I
from your GPA, the course must
be repeated at BGSU. However,
3.1 plan to graduate In August.
you could receive transfer credit When and where do I apply for
for that course, but your BGSU graduation?
GPA would not change. ReDear Out-of-Here Otto:
member, if you do retake courses
You must apply for August
at BGSU, you are only eligible for graduation by May 26. Go to your
two retakes for replacement.
college office for the application
and specific instructions.

2. What Is the appropriate
course load for the summer sessions?
Dear Life's a Beach:
A full-time student is one enrolled in six hours per eight-week
session, four hours per six-week

TASK FORCE
Continued from page four.

for evaluation of the Union, and
getting into a planning mode for
what we want in both the short
and long term at Bowling Green
State University for our Union."

COSELi
Continued from page one.

to meet him one day in the
hereafter. I can hear Howard
now saying, 'Muhammad, you're
not the man you used to be.' I
pray that he is in God's hands. I
will miss him."
Few, high or low, escaped
Cosell's acid tongue and biting
sarcasm, including the institutions that won him fame: boxing
and the National Football League.

attend. Then select the course(s)
you wish to take. Take the course
information (title, course number) to the Office of Registration
and Records and complete a
Guest Student Certification form.
This certification form will be reviewed; if your accumulative
GPA is at least 2.0, a guest certification will be issued and mailed
to you The guest certification
will indicate the other institution's course number and its
BGSU equivalent, so you will
know before you enroll in the
course how it will transfer to
BGSU (including the number of
credit hours).

tlnue their studies at the University.
Flrelands is the personal attention offered to students and customers.
"The personal attention is a big
advantage," Ruszowski said.
The small class sizes, usually
consisting of 25 to 35 students,
promotes close relationships between the faculty and students
both in and out of the classroom.
Timothy Jurkovac, assistant
professor in sociology, said the
personal attention instills a more
positive learning experience.
"Students have the opportunity
to interact on a personal level
with the faculty," Jurkovac said.
"At the University, students are
more like a number."
Mandy Schwan, a sophomore
art therapy major, said the smaller classes are a big advantage.
"Students can work with the
teacher on a one-to-one basis,"
Schawn said. "The teacher gets
to know you as a friend and not
just a student."
Flrelands has three academic
departments, Natural and Social
Sciences, Humanities and Applied Sciences.
,
Twenty-one associate degree
programs are available in various areas and a variety of junior,
senior and graduate courses are
offered.
One-year certificate programs
are available in several paraprofessional areas, as well as
non-credit lifelong learning
courses, workshops and seminars, offered through the Office
for Personal and Professional
Development.
The campus has two Fulbright
scholars and about 40 full time
faculty in which 76 percent have
the highest degree in their field.
Another unique feature of Firelands is that the dean, along with
two associate deans, are considered part of faculty and also
interact with students, Ruszowski said.
"Dean Darby Williams and

5. The university In my hometown Is on quarters. Will courses
I take there this summer transfer
to BGSU?
Dear Conway Conversion:
Refer to question 4 to de4. I want to take courses this
summer at a college near my termine whether or not your
home. How do I know which course will transfer. The Univer- SOLD
courses transfer to BGSU hours? siry Registrar will convert the
Dear Transfer Teddv:
number of quarter hours to se- Continued from page four.
Obtain a summer schedule mester hours by multiplying the
"I was nominated by students
from the institution you plan to quarter hours by .67.
and 1 was chosen by students.
That's as good as it gets at this
University," Fink said.
Gary Blackney, the University's head football coach, was the
keynote speaker at the leaderMethods for funding will also dents be willing to pay for reno- ship reception.
Blackney explained his definiplay a major role in renovation vation or a new student union?
The task force will look at that tion of a good leader to the audiplans, Whipple said.
and, I'm sure, solicit opinion and ence.
"Leaders need to have great
"The question is, will the stu- so forth," Whipple said.
communication skills, that
doesn't mean talking ... it means
listening," Blackney said. "They
also have enhanced self esteem
to help change attitudes, maximize potential and help others
champion Larry Holmes pum- he and his wife were tired of his become what they want to bemeled Randall 'Tex" Cobb for 15 constant traveling - he also com- come."
Blackney said good leaders are
rounds, he swore to never again plained that "pro football has become a stagnant bore."
broadcast a pro fight.
"I am tired of the hypocrisy
and sleaziness of the boxing
He criticized the TV industry
scene," he said, calling for re- for bringing former coaches and
form or abolition.
players into broadcast booths,
He withdrew from "Monday and deplored the transfer of
Night Football" in 1983, after 13 football teams from city to city
years. While acknowledging his as "a travesty, an affront to fan
reasons were largely personal - loyalty."

After covering a 1982 heavyweight title bout in which
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person has to give is himself or
herself to help those that are less
fortunate," Blackney said."Take
what you have, make the most of
it and never be satisfied. If you
do, you'll be a great leader."

•We can pick you up or
take you anywhere In
the BG limits.

PORTRAIT OF AM "*"STU0WT.

■• T 1 Item & Breadatlcka
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visionary and need to be able to
set goals. However, he added that
a "goal is nothing but a dream
with a time frame."
He said goals are only possible
M'ith hard work because "you
have to be willing to work
through adversity to reach your
goal."
Blackney also said that if
leaders do what they are supposed to when they are supposed
to, they will be successful.
"Discipline, dependability and
reliability will help you be a good
leader and help you strive for excellence," he said.
Blackney also quoted George
Washington Carver, who said the
best leaders give of themselves.
"The most important gift a
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APFfcMoMwy LederkawtWr
Former world heavy weight
champion Muhammad All, left,
hugs sportcaster Howard Cosell
In New York in this April 20,1992
file photo. Cosell died In New
York on Sunday.

Firelands College
Bowing Grew Sate University

The BG Ncw«/Ro«l Weltzncr

John Virostek
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Sandy Nlckoli (left) and Beth Smith work on business assignments In one of Flrelands' computer labs. "I like that I can live at
home while attending school," Smith said.
it's a great setting."
which occupies 50 acres of FireWhen choosing a college, many lands college.
students found Firelands' low
More than 20 acres of the site
cost an advantage to them.
contain formal and ornamental
"I decided to go here because it plantings, along with a fitness
was cheaper," Schawn said. "I'm trail, surrounding the small lake.
able to live at home and make
"We just added two swans to
money at the same time."
the lake," Ruszowski said. "It's a
Charlene McConahay, sopho- beautiful site." The Arboretum is
more health information tech- managed by Erie MetroParks
nology major, likes the atmos- with the assistance of a volunteer
phere Firelands offers.
Arboretum Board and in con"Firelands is small - I gradu- junction with Firelands College.
ated from a small high school,"
McConahay said. "It has a comThere are only a few differfortable atmosphere, so I decided ences between Firelands and the
to stay."
University, Ruszkowski said.
Students and faculty also enjoy
the James H. McBrlde Arbore"We are strictly a commuter
tum, named after the first dean. campus," Ruszkowski said.

You can learn a lot
from a dummy,
BUCKLE YOUR
SAFETY BELT

Join the BGSU Recycling
Staff in processing cans
Tuesdays 5:00-6:30

I Free Delivery

associate deans, Jeff Welsh and
Jan Adams teach also," she said.
Ruszowski said she believes
Firelands is a terrific place to
work..
"The personal attention is a big
advantage as well as the affordable education close to home," she
said. "We're seven miles from
Cedar Point and near Lake Erie -

•Don't walk alone. If you
don't call us, call a
friend.
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New law will Ohio waste route opposed
shift services Plan would permit radioactive material to cross state
into suburbs
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - The U.S. Department of
Energy calls the possibility of transporting
low-level radioactive waste through Ohio
"the preferred and lowest cost option."
But an environmental group labels the
proposal "insane."
The Energy Department is closing a nuclear weapons plant in Hanford, Wash., and
wants to get rid of 183,000 gallons of
radioactive nitric acid stored there. The acid
was used to separate plutonium and uranium
from fuel rods.
Officials want the waste shipped in 52

The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - A new law that deregulates Ohio's hospital industry will accelerate a shift of medical services from cities to
suburbs, state officials and hospital executives predict
"This Is a major step in health care reform," said Dr. Peter
Somani, director of the Ohio Department of Health.
"Services are going to move to where the people are," said
Lynn Olman, president of the Greater Cincinnati Hospital Council.
Gov. George Volnovich signed the bill into law on Thursday.
The law exempts hospitals from most aspects of the state
"Certificate of Need" law, which previously required hospitals
to demonstrate market demand before spending millions on
expanded services, new medical equipment and construction
projects.
Some parts of the law wont take effect until 1997. Other parts,
including deregulation of primary care services, take effect
immediately.
As a result, expect suburban hospitals to open new maternity
units and other long-blocked projects. Expect urban hospitals to
expand Into the suburbs with satellite outpatient clinics and
surgical centers, The Cincinnati Enquirer reported on Sunday.
In Cincinnati, a concentration of all-purpose hospitals near the
University of Cincinnati, called Pill Hill, gradually could become centers for intensive care and high-tech treatment.
Within a few years, two or three hospitals could close after

truckloads to ports in either Baltimore, Port
Elizabeth, NJ., or Norfolk, Va. From there,
the waste will go to England for processing.
One truck route that federal officials are
considering would pass through Ohio on
Interstate 70, bypassing Columbus on Interstate 270. A second route would follow the
Ohio Turnpike around Toledo and Cleveland.
A third route dips south into Kentucky, missing Ohio.
A final decision is expected in June.
Brad Nelson, an Energy Department
spokesman, told The Columbus Dispatch for
a story published on Sunday that shipping
the acid across the country is the "preferred

The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Gov. George
Voinovich may have the biggest
title In the state, but he doesn't
have the largest salary, a review
of records shows.
Voinovich makes $115,752 a
year. The top moneymaker Is
Cralg P. Miller, in charge of
computer information systems
for the Ohio Bureau of Workers'
Compensation, making $139,630
annually.

But he resigned on Friday,
making Elaine H. Halrston,
chancellor of the Board of Regents, the top moneymaker. She
takes in $134,922:
The Columbus Dispatch surveyed Ohio Department of Administrative Services records
and published its findings in an
article on Sunday.
The newspaper said 20 of
Ohio's 60,000 non-university employees were paid at least
$115,000. The figures do not in-

Equitable pricing will keep
costs down for patients, eliminate discrimination and assure

Shipping could expose more people to accidents than leaving the acid at Hanford, she
said.
"This is not the worst stuff we've ever
seen, but it's not safe," she said.

clude overtime earnings or benefits.
Fifteen of the top-paid employees work for the Department
of Mental Health, most as executives in the central office or as
medical directors in hospitals,
the newspaper said.
"These salaries may look high
to the average person but are essential in order for us to retain
and attract qualified and experi-

♦

Bill to help small pharmacies ♦
COLUMBUS - A bill could help
small pharmacies compete
against larger competitors by
requiring drug manufacturers to
offer the same volume discounts.

"It's ridiculous," said Yelena Boxer,
projects coordinator for the Ohio Sierra
Club. "It seems one of the most insane things
I've heard in a while."

Ohio salaries subject of study

See HOSPITALS, page seven.

The Associated Press

and lowest cost option.
"I would not be worried about It as much
as a tanker truck of gasoline going down the
road," he said.

the future of community drug
stores, said sponsoring Rep.
Charles R. Brading, R-Wapakoneta, a pharmacist who sold his
drug store in 1992.
"The drug manufacturers give
huge discounts to HMOs and mail
orders but not to individual
owners," he said. "The independents Just want the opportunity to
compete, and the market is get-

ting very difficult."
Drug manufacturers often
base discounts on the large organizations' willingness to stock
one product and exclude another.
Retail pharmacists must fill prescriptions with whatever drug a
doctor orders.
Maine has passed a similar law,
and legislation is pending in 10
other states.

Tom Hart, managing director
of the Ohio Manufacturers' Association, said the bill goes too
far. The association opposes
what it calls regulation of prices
and business contracts.
A provision requiring triple
damages to those harmed by
manufacturers is particularly
punitive. Hart said.

♦
♦

enced psychiatrists for the public mental health system," said
Sam Hibbs, a mental health department spokesman.
Salaries were increased for top
mental health personnel after a
1991 survey showed that Ohio
was paying employees 29 percent
less than those in comparable
public and private jobs in other
states, Hibbs said.

MID AM MANOR
• NOWRENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
1995-1996.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning

i/SAl Third St Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 3522-438qI
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Racial
tension
divides
Nigeria
Sonya Ross
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - As
protests go, this one was
typical: a few people, handcuffed together, were arrested for blocking an embassy door while urging an
oil boycott over a foreign
nation's human rights
abuses.
Yet this protest was a
watershed.
The nation is Nigeria
Those arrested were black
Americans who, for the
first time, are challenging a
black African government
they say is corrupt and oppressing its people.
This Nigeria "campaign
may determine not only
how much influence U.S.
blacks can have on the
chaotic politics of Africa. It
also could show whether
they are up to a civil rights
battle that lacks a white
enemy.
"If there is a difference
between what is going on in
Nigeria today and what
went on in South Africa, the
only difference is the difference of color," said Randall Robinson, director of
TransAfrica, a lobbying
group for African and Caribbean issues.
Nigeria's military junta,
however, is undaunted.
Black Americans, it says,
do not fully understand the
conflicts in Nigeria, and are
not prepared for a thorny
struggle that goes beyond
race.
"Do not be fooled Into
thinking that steps which
worked in South Africa and
Haiti will work In a complex society like Nigeria,"
said the pro-government
Patriotic Youth Movement
of Nigeria in a full-page ad
in The New York Times.
"We do not have your political clout. But we do have
something you don't: we
know Nigeria, we love
Nigeria."
The youth movement, a
collection of 27 organizations, accused Robinson of
meddling in Nigeria's affairs solely because he
needs "a popular, emotional
cause" now that apartheid
has been dismantled and
democracy has been
restored in Haiti.

HOSPITALS
Continued from page six.

transferring services to partners
in newly formed alliances without opposition from the
state.
"That is a realistic scenario,"
Somani said. "Pill Hill has seven
, hospitals and each is half-empty.
They can all stay the way they
are and struggle for survival, or

POWs file suit
against U.S.
Richard Cole
The Associated Press
In 1959, the United States began a covert intelligence and sabotage campaign Inside North
Vietnam with young men recruited mostly In South Vietnam.
In the next 10 years, many wound
up as prisoners of war.
To help conceal the effort, U.S.
officials eventually halted payment to the families of captured
Vietnamese commandos, claiming they were dead, according to
recently declassified documents.
Some of these POWs languished in prison for decades,
then made their way to the
United States only to discover
the government they served refused to admit they exist.
Now a lawsuit to be filed In
Washington on Monday is demanding that recognition in the
form of back pay for 281 surviving commandos.
"We left them. Then we swept
It under the rug," says Miami
lawyer John Mattes, who's filing
the claim. "Everyone hoped they
would die off."
The State Department has said
it would help them obtain visas,
but Mattes said the pleas for
back pay - amounting to only
$2,000 a year each-were ignored by the CIA and Defense
Department. That led to the lawsuit.
Spokesmen for the two agencies did not return calls from The
Associated Press.
Details of the operation - so
sensitive It was financed first by
the CIA and then secretly
through the Joint Chiefs of Staff
- have emerged from a recently
declassified 1970 summary. The
secret war was called OPLAN
34A under the CIA and changed
to MACSOG (Military Assistance
Command-Studies and Observations Group) when the military
took over in 1964.
Beginning in 1959, long before
the United States officially
geared up for the Vietnam War,
military authorities were recruiting Vietnamese citizens, many
out of high school, for the secret
operations.

Teams of commandos of up to
10 members were formed "to
execute special operations or unconventional warfare missions"
on enemy territory, according to
the summary quoted in the lawsuit. Each team received a code
name, such as Ares, Tellus or
Swan.
Some sailed into North Vietnam in junks specially built !c.
resemble native craft. Others
parachuted from planes with
special fuel tanks for long-range
flights, or landed by helicopter.
"These aircraft operated all

the way to vicinity of the
NVN-Chinese border," according
to the MACSOG summary.
But the results were disastrous. Not a single commando
was recovered from North Vietnam, the summary says. The
operation was finally terminated
in 1969.
"It was a one-way street," Mattes said. "Send in another team,
send in another team, send in another team - they never came
out."
Mai Van Hoc and Ngo Phong
Hal, who now live in the San Jose,
Calif., area, were typical. Their
team was dropped close to the
Chinese border to gather intelligence, but was quickly spotted.
They radioed in some troop
movements while calling for an
immediate pickup. North Vietnamese troops arrived first
Four commandos were killed in
the fireflght. One was executed
later. Hal and Hoc were taken
prisoner.
When they were finally
released and reached the United
States, they were stunned to hear
from the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service that no
record of their wartime service
existed.
"We had no name, no fame. We
didn't expect that," said Hoc.
"But when it was over, we were
abandoned."
Other commandos filing claims
include frogmen teams engaged
in sabotage on islands in the Gulf
of Tonkin.
Their secret activities - rather
than unprovoked aggression apparently led to the North
Vietnamese attack on the U.S.
destroyer Maddox in the 1965 incident that sparked a massive
U.S. escalation of the war.
"We believe that present
OPLAN 34A activities are beginning to rattle Hanoi, and Maddox
incident is directly related to
their efforts to resist these activities," then U.S. Secretary of
State Dean Rusk cabled at the
time.
To downplay the secret war,
the United States and its South
Vietnamese allies decided to stop
paying families of captured'
Vietnamese commando; the
same $100 a month received by
relatives of American POWs.
Brig. Gen. George W. Gaspard
Jr. commanded one section of the
secret operations as a major in
1967, flying teams into North
Vietnam by helicopter.

AP/lxili Ralmcad.

A Federal Express plane carrying 50 tons of donated medical supplies begins unloading Its first batch
of materials at Hanoi's Noi Bal International Airport Sunday.

Study shows increase
in fatherless children
Cassandra Burrell
. The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The number
of children living without fathers
has quadrupled since 1950, and
the number of young men earning salaries below the poverty
line has risen even faster, said a
private study released Monday.
Twenty-four percent of American children lived in motheronly families in 1994, according
the sixth annual Kids Count Data
Book, produced by the Annie E.
Casey Foundation. That is a
sharp increase from the 6 percent who were living without
fathers 45 years ago, the foundation said.

"Census Bureau data
show that more than
19 million youngsters
live without fathers,
the foundation said.
One-quarter of those
children live in
neighborhoods where
more than half of all
families lack
fathers."

He has written U.S. Ambassador David Lambertson in Thailand asking that 50 commandos
still stuck in Vietnam be given
Researchers, while not excusvisas to the United States. And he ing fathers who abandoned their
supports their efforts to obtain families, blamed the trend partly
backpay.
on unemployment and declining
wages.
"iince 1972, the median Income
of all men aged 25 to 34 has fallen
by 26 percent in inflationadjusted dollars, the study said.
The percentage of men 25 to 34
and to Good Samaritan, leaving with incomes below the poverty
they can adjust to the market."
the Oak Street hospital to be used level for a family of four more
For example, Bethesda Hospi- for other purposes.
tal recently has joined an alliance
As long as Cincinnati residents
with nearby Good Samaritan
Hospital. The new law makes it were assured access to basic
possible for Bethesda's Oak health care, the state would not
Street unit to transfer some ser- object to such a move, Somani
vices to Bethesda's north unit said.

than doubled - increasing from
14 percent to 32 percent in 24
years, the foundation said.
In 1993, nearly half of all black
and Latino men in that age group
did not earn enough to lift a family of four out of poverty.
"The simple truth is that disadvantaged young men who do
not have the education, skills or
opportunity to succeed in today's
economy are not prepared to contribute as providers, protectors
and mentors to their children,"
said Douglas W. Nelson, the
foundation's executive director.
Census Bureau data show that
more than 19 million youngsters
live without fathers, the founda-

tion said. One-quarter of those
children live in neighborhoods
where more than half of all families lack fathers.
Children growing up fatherless
are five times more likely to be
poor, the study said. They also
are twice as likely to drop out of
high school and significantly
more likely to end up in foster
care, group homes and juvenile justice facilities.
To reverse the trend, Nelson
suggested putting a higher priority on improving education for
poor and minority male students,
reforming welfare, and redoubling efforts to reduce the unemployment rate.
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^-International Travelers
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Modern Living ..♦>
starts with a professional management team!
Make your search easy with Newlove Rentals
Special Benefits:
• No parental guarantee
• Professional Management
• Full time maintenance service
• Recyclable bins available
Check out these apartments:
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801
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S. College
Fifth St.
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World economy soars

Digging For New Life

Weakness of dollar, peso shadow climax
Martin Crutslnger
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - The global
economy should enjoy its
strongest growth in seven years
in 1995, but that bright prospect
is threatened by the recent
weakness of the dollar and the
turmoil in the Mexican economy,
the International Monetary Fund
said Sunday.
In its latest survey of global
economic conditions, the IMF
predicted that the economic recovery would gather steam in
most of the world, although it
forecast a significant slowdown
in the United States this year and
next.
The IMF outlook projected the
U.S. economy, as measured by
the gross domestic product,
would rise by only 3.2 percent
this year and drop to even slower
growth of 1.9 percent in 1996.

While such a slow pace would
normally raise recession worries, IMF chief economist Michael Mussa put the chances of a
U.S. downturn only in the
"modest" range, at around 22
percent.
But the IMF did concede there
were significant risks to its forecast, stemming mainly from
fears that Mexico's economic
crisis could spill over to other
countries and that the dollar
would continue to plunge. It has
dropped to record lows against
both the Japanese yen and the
German mark.
The dollar was expected to be
the chief topic when finance ministers and central bank presidents of the world's seven
biggest economies - the United
States, Japan, Germany, Britain,
France, Italy and Canada -- meet
in Washington on Tuesday to
prepare for spring meetings of

the 179-nation IMF and the World
Bank.
IMF Managing Director Michel Camdessus took the unusual
step last week of publicly urging
the Federal Reserve to boost interest rates as a way of defending the dollar even though the
Clinton administration is worried
that further Fed tightening could
turn an economic slowdown Into
an outright recession.
The IMF used Sunday's release
of its economic forecast to elaborate on Camdessus' arguments,
noting that a boost in U.S. rates
would be especially appropriate
given that both Germany and
Japan have reduced their rates in
the past two weeks.
Higher U.S. interest rates in
relation to Japan and Germany
would serve to bolster the U.S.
currency because dollardenominated investments would
offer a greater rate of return.

Photographer shies
from media spotlight
Julia Prodis
The Associated Press
OKLAHOMA CITY - Charles
Porter IV didn't realize his snapshot of a bloody baby cradled in
the arms of a firefighter was
anything special until three
clerks at Wal-Mart, where he developed the film, started weeping.
"I was only thinking that they
came out clear, they're in focus,"
said Porter, a 25-year-old bank
employee who had never photographed anything more dramatic than the Bullnanza Rodeo
at the Lazy E Arena.
Within hours of the explosion
that killed the baby girl and
scores of others in the federal
building, Porter's photograph
had been transmitted on The As-

sociated Press wire. The next
morning, it was on front pages
everywhere.
"It was the photo that was felt
around the world," said Tommy
Almon, the baby's grandfather.
The photo shows firefighter
Chris Fields cradling the diaperclad baby in his arms. A companion shot shows police Sgt. John
Avera clutching the limp body to
his chest, running to hand her to
Fields, his arms outstretched.
The image brought home the
tragedy powerfully. President
Clinton mentioned it in a televised address.

it when he met with 1-yearold Baylee Almon's mother Saturday, he felt better.
"We never would have known
she was treated so good if you
didn't take those pictures," Aren
Almon, 22, said during the tearful
meeting.
"I'm relieved. I thought, 'What
must they think of me?' I hope it
didn't hurt you," Porter replied
quietly, sitting with Almon at the
family's dining room table.

AP Photo/Greg Glbion

Hillary Rodham Clinton shovels dirt to plant a dogwood tree as President Clinton looks on at the
grounds of the White House Sunday. President Clinton planted a tree of remembrance Sunday for the
victims of the Oklahoma City bombing.

"Of course it broke our hearts,
but it let us see how much they
did care," said the baby's grandContinued from page one.
mother, Debbie Almon.

OKLAHOMA

Ever since, Porter's life has
been in chaos. At times, he wishes he never took it. He can't even
bring himself to pick up his
camera.

A senior law enforcement official, speaking on said of the mood: "It's getting a lot worse. We know
Porter had been sitting at his
computer in his office three condition of anonymity, said someone had recog- the work is going to have to be done, but it's frusblocks from the federal building nized Iniguez from the "John Doe 2" sketch of a trating not to be able to get on with it."
Across the nation, churchgoers remembered the
when he heard the explosion dark-haired, square-jawed man with a heavy brow.
But Russell said Iniguez was not the second John victims and rescue workers in prayers Sunday.
Wednesday morning.
Doe and was not a suspect.
At Oklahoma City's Cathedral of Our Lady of
McVeigh served at Fort Riley, as did Terry Ni- Perpetual Help, the Rev. Peter Ashurst said the
chols, one of two brothers being held as material devastation had left Americans "confronted by the
witnesses in the attack.
unanswerable." He urged them to seek answers in
The FBI said McVeigh had been infuriated at the faith.
CONGRATULATIONS
government over the cult disaster at Waco, Texas,
One congregation member, Don Gillispie, wear1995 OUTSTANDING STUDENTS AND SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
which occurred exactly two years before the ing a uniform identifying him as an agent of the
COLLEGE OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
bombing.
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, left a
At the bombing site, sharp gusts dropped wind few minutes early to return to the investigation.
chills to the low 20s early Sunday and shifted some
Parishioners at St. Eugene Church, where one
slabs of concrete on ledges on the building's upper member was among the missing, lined up to donate
floors. Sparks flew as firefighters cut away some to a fund for her family. "The power of God will
dangling rooftop chunks.
always exceed the power of evil," the Rev. Bill
OUTSTANDING STUDENTS
SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS
Searchers waited to resume work in the day-care Pruett said.
Gretchen Miller-Art Therapy
Jamie Beeley-Nursing
center and Social Security area, which were
McVeigh, who turned 27 on Sunday, was being
Christina Belardi-Communication Disorders
Julie Ghooray-Nursing
thought to contain many of the missing. Assistant held in the El Reno Federal Correctional Center on
Kendra Cashen-Criminal justice
Christine Kuhn-Nursing
Fire
Chief
Jon
Hansen
said
it
would
be
a
miracle
if
a b jmbing charge. Other charges were expected to
Jennifer Looker-Dietetics
Janelyn Kulik-Nursing
anyone were found alive.
follow. The government has said it will seek the
Amy Herrmann-Environmental Health
Karleen Mague-Nursing
Ray Blakeney of the medical examiner's office death penalty.
Michele Petrick-Gerontology
Coetta McDonald-Nursing.
Melissa McKiman-Medical Technology
Kristen Joy Metzger-Nursing
Valerie Miller-Nursing
Heather Miller-Nursing
Anneliese Kruppa-Physical Therapy
4
Melanie Moore-Nursing
Teresa Harmon-RN-BSN
Mary Sidoti-Nursing
Joanne Schaffer-Social Work
Thadius Wadsworth-Nursing
Edward Lingerfelt-SocialWork, Non-traditional
Heather Marie Carr-CDIS
Evonne Marie Jenkins-Art Therapy
Jody Lynn Payne-Dietetics
Take out your frustrations by challenging your roommate,
Sherry VanHom-Gerontology
Stacey O'Neal Limes-Physical Therapy
a noisy neighbor, or your significant other to
Deborah A. Schenk-Physical Therapy
a
Bungle
Run, Roommate Joust, or the Velcro Olympics.
Angela Renne Laudick-Social Work

'TRESSED OUT ABOUT FINALS
ANGRY AT A ROOMMATE?

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE

Tuesday, April 25th,
12-4 at the Union Oral
$2 charge for all events or
75c for one event
For more Info, call the
office at 2-7164 or 2-2343

SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)
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GREEIVBRIAR Inc.

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments
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Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
224 E. Wooster
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352-0717
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French
leader
scores
upset
David Crary
The Associated Press
PARIS - In a startling upset.
Socialist Lionel Jospin headed
toward first place Sunday in the
first round of France's presidential election. The favorite,
conservative Paris Mayor Jacques Chirac, appeared likely to
win the second runoff spot.
Jospin, a former education
minister, was expected to
receive about 23 percent of the
vote, according to usually reliable exit polls. Chirac was projected to get about 20 percent.
Conservative Premier Edouard
Balladur, who had about 19 percent, appeared in danger of missing out on the two-man runoff
May 7.
For the 40.1 million registered
voters, the election was the first
step in choosing their first new
president in 14 years, picking
two candidates who will face off
in the battle to replace Socialist
Francois Mitterrand.
Jospin, waging his first
national campaign, had to
scramble to ensure the Socialist
Party was included in the second
round. Only once since the current electoral system was implemented 30 years ago - in 1969
- was the left excluded from a
presidential runoff.
The last polls published before
the voting, showed Chirac with a
solid lead over Jospin and Balladur, who were locked in a close
race for second.

Refugees flee
Rwanda camp
Pauline Jellnek
The Associated Press
GIKONGORO, Rwanda -- Tens

A U.N. relief agency set up medical treatment centers along the
way.
"They have thrown away all of
their belongings, sacks of maize,
plastic sheeting, personal effects," the team said in a report.
"The road was piled high with
these abandoned goods."
Rain turned the road into a
nearly Impassable quagmire.
Trucks and buses sent to help
evacuate the refugees were
stuck 10 miles away.
Rain also apparently touched
off Saturday's massacre.
Most of the refugees are ethnic
Hutus who fear Tutsi reprisals
for the slaylngs of about 500,000
people - mostly Tutsis - that occurred a year ago. The refugees
fled last July when Tutsi-led rebels overthrew the Hutudominated government.
Kibeho, with about 120,000
refugees, was the largest of the'
camps initially set up by the
French in the area for some
250.000 dlsolaced people.

of thousands of people, most
wounded or sick, fled along muddy roads Sunday from the refugee camp where at least 2,000
people were killed by Rwandan
soldiers or trampled in stampedes a day earlier.
Soldiers buried the bodies in
shallow graves and pit latrines at
the Kibeho camp, about 12 miles
south of Gikongoro and 55 miles
southwest of the capital, Kigali.
Hillsides that had been strewn
with corpses were cleared by the
end of the day, aid workers said.
A 10-mile line of panicked
refugees streamed out of Kibeho
AP Photo/Lloncl Clrooieau toward the provincial capital of
Butare, 20 miles east, or the borA municipal employee passes by electoral posters as be transports ballot boxes in Paris Friday. The
der with Burundi, which lies
multi-candidate first round of the French presidential elections took place Sunday. A run-off will take
beyond.
place May 7.
Most were sick or wounded,
The projected results showed a ment as recently as March 1993.
Chirac, the runoff loser in the according to a team from the
sharp swing in favor of Jospin
A Jospin-Chirac runoff would past two presidential campaigns, U.N. High Commissioner for
and away from Chirac But either mean a humiliating halt to the po- voted in the Correze region of Refugees that visited the camp.
conservative - Chirac or Balla- litical career for Balladur, who southwest France, which he repdur — would be favored in a run- was the heavy favorite until Feb- resents in Parliament in addition
off with Jospin because of a re- ruary.
to being the mayor of Paris. He
cent conservative swing among
Unemployment, which grew shook hands, kissed babies and
French voters.
from 10.5 percent when Balladur signed autographs.
Turnout in French presidential became premier in April 1993 to
elections is usually above 80 per- 12.6 percent in December, was a
Jean-Marie Le Pen, leader of
cent, but estimates by major poll- major campaign theme and is one the far-right National Front, was
ing firms predicted it could fall reason Balladur lost his consid- expected to finish fourth but
just under that mark.
erable early lead.
hoped to surpass his 14.4 percent
The election was filled with
Mitterrand, 78, is ailing with showing in the first round in 1988
suspense because more than a prostate cancer as he completes with a platform calling for deporthird of voters were undecided a his 14-year presidency, the tation of 3 million immigrants.
AMATEUR CONTEST
week ago. Those voters appeared longest in French history. He
Open until 4am ovory
to have spared France an all- gave less-than-enthusiastic backLe Pen, voting at a nursery
, us uncover
lomgntnew talent!
Thursday,
Saturday
u
Help
* Friday.
' & ■»""»<J«"y
conservative runoff.
school in Paris, claimed French
ing to Jospin.
Ge in
If Balladur, 65, faced Chirac,
FRFF nriMmmflN
< FREE every Sunday
Mitterrand voted in the small radio tried to undermine him
62, in the second round, it would southern town of Chateau- during election day newscasts by
™ wnhfhTad ,0"
with your factory ID
or union card!
i >iiu'l. -. special milts. Your siqn.iluiti ittiulreft.
deeply divide the governing con- Chinon, the first time In 21 years "repeating every five minutes
servative majority and humiliate he was not on the presidential that the culprits in the Oklahoma
Mitterrand's once-powerful ballot. He lost in 1974 before City bombing were from the ex- 100s olBenulilul Girls & 3 Ugly OncsM 135 S Byrne Rd • Toledo • 531-0079
treme-right."
party, which controlled Parlia- winning two seven-year terms.
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Macintosh Performa* 6115 w/CD
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15" color display, keyboard and mouse.

8MB RAM/350 MB bard drive, CD-ROM
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Burn, baby, burn—disco inferno.
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Macintosh Performa* 636 w/CD
8 MB RAM/250 MB bard drive, CD-ROM
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PAY NOTHING FOR 90 DAYS.
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Color StyleWriter* 2400
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Falcons knotted up by Eagles
Marly Fuller
The BC News
When the Eastern Michigan
baseball club had to move this
weekend's games to Bowling
Green, Falcon head coach Dan
Schmitz was looking to take advantage of the situation.
The Eagles,
however, didn't
want to cooperate with
Schmitz as they
pulled off a
split of two
doubleheaders
with BG this
weekend.
Schmltz
"We had to
play the games
here because of the trouble they
are having with their field. It's an
opportunity we could have taken
advantage of, but we didn't come
out ahead in this one," Schmitz
said.
In Sunday's second game, the
Eagles placed Mark Rutherford
on the mound and he responded
by placing the Falcons on their
heels. In his complete game
effort Rutherford gathered a win
by shutting out the Falcons, 2-0.
He held the BG squad to three
hits while striking out four.
"Not to take anything away
from Rutherford, he pitched an
outstanding game, but we
couldn't get things going,"
Schmitz said. "We didn't post any
runs and I have yet to see a team
win when they dont score a run."
The Falcons got hits from Bill
Burgei, Mark Tomallo and Mike
Combs but never seriously
threatened EMU. The BG squad
actually helped out the Eagles by
fumbling the ball for three er-

rors, one of which led to an unearned run.
"Errors are always going hurt
you, we just have to play through
them. We continue to work on defense but it was our offense that
let us down today," Schmitz said.
Although Falcon starter Bob
Reichow pitched a good game, he
was slapped with the loss. Reichow gave up four hits and
struck out three in six innings of
work.
In Sunday's first game, BG had
no problem with offense as they
pounded out 13 hits and smothered the Eagles 7-2.
Left fielder Jerome Kynard led
the way for the Falcons with a 3-4
performance at the plate. Kynard
scored twice and had an RBI
double.
"We had the bats going in the
first game," Schmitz said. "We
put together a lot of two-out rallies. I was very pleased with the
way things went in the first
game."

In the second game on Saturday, BG pitching wasn't as accurate.
"Jason Tipple had some problems In his start. His location

"It's an opportunity we could have taken
advantage of, but we didn't come out ahead
in this one."
Danny Schmitz
BC head coach
While the sticks were connecting, the pitching was also stellar.
Joe Cotton, Mike Chaney and
Eric Stachler held the Eagles to
two runs on just two hits. Cotton
was pulled in the sixth Inning
after striking out five, walking
three and giving up two runs. His
efforts gave him the win.

Pat Murphy
The BC News
An inconsistent offense has
plagued the Falcon softball
team the last two years. Once
again It was apparent in a split
of four weekend games with
Western Michigan.
The Bowling Green bats
awoke Friday to take both
games by scores of 3-2 and 4-2.
The following day BG went
silent for 16 inning* in dropping both games 1-0. BG stands
at 15-24 overall and 6-8 in the
Mid-American Conference
good for elgth place.
"Friday was an exceptional
day for us. We got 13 hits on

For Secretaries Day
April 26
Send the FTD*
Time Finder""
Bouquet
It only takes a minute to
make someone feel special
with flowers!

Our Hands
Move Hearts"

jCoraland
Qardtn Center

wasn't very good," Schmitz said.
Tipple gave up a run in the
first and found more trouble
later on in the fourth where he
walked three straight batters.
The Eagles hit around their order
and put up three more runs to put
the Falcons away, 4-0.

Tkc BG NtWI/ROII Weltiner

The Falcon baseball team looks on from the dugout during then- 7-2 win over Eastern Michigan on Sunday. On the weekend, BG split four contests with the Eagles.

Softball-team splits four

TAKE
^3ME OUT!

otz

Saturday's games were very
similar to Sunday's. BG knocked
down the Eagles in the first meeting, 3-2, but got shut out in the
second game of the
doubleheader, 4-0.
The Falcon victory was
sparked by a couple of home
runs. Andy Tracy laced a two-run
shot over the fence in the third
inning. The Eagles came back to
knot things up at two, but Jason
Calvin dashed their hopes in the
seventh inning by hitting his first
home run of the season.
"Tracy and Calvin got us on the
board and [Chris] Boggs was
Boggs. He pitched an outstanding game for us," Schmitz said.
Boggs earned the win and
pushed his record up to a perfect
60.

their first pitcher," said BG
head coach Rachel Miller-Reif.
"But they [WMU] were ready
for us in games three and
four."
In Friday's first game BG
pounded out 13 hits against a
Bronco team that was third in
the conference coming into the
weekend. With the game tied at
two, BG plated one run in the
sixth inning to secure the win.
Senior catcher Kathy Holland, a Second-Team AU-MAC
selection a year ago, had two
hits and one RBI. Holland was
one of four Falcon batters to
get two hits.
Sophomore Amy Patterson
continued her hot hitting with a

2-3 day and Jenny Behling and
Pam Kreuz each went 2-4.
Senior hurler Lisa Mountjoy
pitched a complete game allowing just two runs in seven innings to earn her 13th win of
the season.
In the later half of Friday's
doubleheader the Falcon
offensive supplement was supplied by Tricia Askins and
freshman Melissa Cricks. Askins, who stands fourth on the
Falcon list in career hits, had
two hits. While Cricks added
two hits and three RBI on a two
run double and an RBI single.
"She [Cricks] has come in on
and off for us," Miller-Reif
said. "It's going to be hard not

to get her In the game."
Cricks' bat was one of the
few Falcon bats to make any
noise Saturday. For the second
consecutive game she got two
hits but Bronco pitcher Brittney Cannavino threw five
scoreless innings en route to
the win. WMU scored one run
in the first inning and made it
stand for the entire game.
"We're putting the back to
back hits together. We definitely had runners in scoring position but we couldn't get a twoout hit," Miller-Reif said.
Saturday's second game was
another case were BG could
not get a clutch hit.

906 NopoUon Rd.
Bowling Gram, OH

353-8381
(ai the ana ol South CoMoa)

HOURS: Mon. thru Frl 8 to 6; Sot. 8 to 4; Sun. Noon to 4

BGSU CONGRATULATES THIS YEAR'S
NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGERS
1995-1996
Angie Amburgey
Sean Armstrong
Nate Arrow smith
Melisa Beveridge
JoeBoes
Juie Childers
JeffElfers
Matt Hammar
Nicole Isaacs
Bill Kish
Matt Kleckner
Amy Latta
Harvey Lewis
Corey Minor
Sarah Molnar
Janelle Monnin
Martha Nieset
Stephanie Osbome
Shannon Painter
Alison Poluga
Gretchen Ramey
Sarah Teebe
Kelly Titkemeier
Christian Vanegai
Nick Vorholt
Michelle Waller
Elaine Ziegler

Northern Arizona University
Humboldt State University
East Carolina University
University of Oregon
Southern University
Cal State - Northridge
University of New Orleans
Cal Poly State
New Mexico State University
Cal Poly State
SUNY - Stony Brook
University of Montana
University of Hawaii - Hilo
Sonoma State University
Montana State University
New Mexico Sate University
Westfield State College
University of Virgin Islands
University of Alabama
West Virginia University
Hunter College
University of Southern Maine
Montana State University
Florida International University
Virginia Tech
Humboldt State University
University of Wyoming

Surprise your folks.
When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Uilui you hive in uncanny
talent of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatijue get in the way of your A, Revive
with Vivarin*. One tablet JJIS the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of eoffee.
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you're up for it.
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GOOD LUCK AT YOUR HOST CAMPUSES!
Rational Student Exchange Program
288 Administration Bldg.
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Dallas selects
BG's Williams
Scott Brown
The BC News
From Ay Ziggy Zoomba to
America's Team, Charlie Williams will get a chance to hit
the big time.
Williams, the three-time letter winner listed at split end
for the Bowling Green football
team, was selected by the Dallas Cowboys Saturday evening
in the NFL Draft. The Cowboys made him their third pick
and 92nd overall.
The selection caught many
In the NFL by surprise. Williams was projected by most
to be a marginal late round
pick, at best.
No one predicted him as a
third round selection.
"He's a great athlete, and
I'm very happy for him," said
Falcon coach Gary Blackney.
"I'm confident that he will not
only make it, but that he will
become a premeire player in
the NFL"
Williams could not be
reached Sunday despite repeated attempts byThe News.
He was used in a variety of
roles in his years with the Falcons. He caught 19 passes in
his career for a total of 254

yards along with one touchdown, but he was primarily a
defensive back. He had one
interception In 1994 along with
31 tackles.
Another facet to his game a facet that Blackney thinks
was the key factor in raising
Williams' stock in the draft was his special teams play. He
blocked seven different kicks,
ranging from punts to field
goals to extra points, in his career.
"I understand that Dallas is
interested in him as a defensive back," Blackney said. "As
he learns the NFL game, I
think they will realize that he
will be a great talent for
them."
Williams also became the
first selection to come out of
the Mid-American Conference.
The exposure that Williams'
pick gives to the Bowling
Green program is also an added plus.
"It's phenomenal [for the
program]," Blackney said.
"We will do everything we can
with this to help sell this University to recruits. But, the
most important thing is that it
is good for Charlie."

Falcon QB back on track
Scott Brown
The BC News
If there was any doubts about
Ryan Henry coming back from
off-season back surgery, they
were effectively forgotten Saturday In the annual Brown and
Orange football game at Doyt
Perry Field.
Bowling Green's returning
quarterback looked In top form
coming back from off-season
back surgery, completing 13 of
his 21 passes for 105 yards and a
touchdown in 2 1/2 quarters of
action as the first-string Falcons
manhandled the second string,
424).
There were smiles all around
afterwards.
"I think he's on track to not
only pick up where he left off,
but I think he's on track to be one
of the finest talents at quarterback in the country," said head
coach Gary Blackney said.
"It felt good," Henry said. "It's
not 100 percent, but I was happy
just to be able to go through the
drills all through spring."
Henry underwent a microdlssectomy to clear up a hernlated
disc in his back during the offseason. It was a problem that
flared up at times last season, but
the surgery is expected to
restore him back to his old form.
Blackney kept his quarterback
out of contact drills throughout
the screen and called the dogs off

him in the spring game. The
coach doesnt want any chance of
his top signal caller going down
again.
"I've been at a lot of different
schools and coached with and
against a lot of different quarterbacks, and except that he's not
6-2 or 6-3, he's got all the tangibles and Intangibles to be a great
quarterback," Blackney said.
"And now that he's healthy, that's
just going to add to his ability as
a quarterback."
Henry is going through a constant rehabllition program, but Is
expected to be full strength well
In time for fall drills starting
Aug. 10.
"At times, I do [have pain],"
Henry said. "Some days are better then others. Once I can get
into the summer and work seven
days a week on my strength program, I think I'll be feeling a lot
better."
The spring game allowed
Henry a chance to work with his
new core of wide receivers.
Blackney's number one concern
this spring, after the graduation
losses of All-MAC talents Ronnie
Redd and Rameir Martin at the
wideouts, has been filling those
holes.
"One of the reasons I was so
happy to get in and get those reps
Is because you can't get any better other then practicing over
and over again," Henry said.
"With Ronnie and Rameir and

Spring training winds down
who allowed three walks and had
three wild pitches.
"How's that for a tuneup?"
Reds manager Davey Johnson
As the last weekend of spring
said, laughing. "What can I say
training came to a close, the hitabout it? We were just trying to
ters were well ahead of the
milk a few innings out of some
pitchers.
people. It's kind of hard for anyThe evidence: scores of 21-13,
body to get fired up when you
15-11, 12-11 and 12-5 in Florida
just keep throwing it over and
and 17-5 In Texas. And then there
they just keep hitting It."
was Henry Rodriguez of the
They were hitting it at other
Dodgers, who hit four home runs
parks, too.
against the Mets.
Rodriguez, a .268 hitter with
Meanwhile, teams began makeight home runs In 306 at-bats
ing their final cuts to get down to
last year, had three solo shots
the expanded roster limit of 28.
and a two-run homer in an 8-4
And the Yankees and Cubs were
victory over New York. He leads
committing themselves to spendthe majors with seven homers
ing almost $10 million to sign two
this spring.
players for 1995.
Cleveland rallied from an 8-1
Among the players who dldnt
deficit and beat Kansas City
makav- Chan Ho Park, the South
15-11. Neither starting pitcher
did well as Kansas City's Tom
Gordon allowed nine hits and
eight earned runs in four Innings
and Cleveland's Mark Clark allowed seven hits and eight runs five earned - in three innings.
Carlos Baerga, batting .543 this
spring, had a three-run homer,
his fourth of the spring, and has
hit safely in six of his last seven
at-bats.
Indiana catcher Sandy Alomar
missed his fifth straight exhibition game because of a sore left
knee.
"If it feels good tomorrow, he'll
play," manager Mike Hargrove
said. "If not, then we'll have to
make a decision on whether ...
APphMWJIaCal*
we'll have to put him on the disaDon Mattlngly leads the New York Yankees on to the field to begin bled list."
their game against the Braves on Sunday.
Chris Sheridan
The Associated Press

Korean pitcher who started the
1994 season with the Los Angeles
Dodgers. He'll begin this season
at Class AAA Albuquerque.
Hideo Nomo, the Japanese pitcher with a 2-0 record and 0.82 ERA
In three spring appearances, will
pitch one game for Class AA
Bakersfield before making his
Dodgers debut May 2 at San
Francisco.
There were other pitchers who
could have earned demotions
with brutal performances. Cincinnati reliever Jeff Brantley,
projected to be the closer, gave
up eight hits and seven earned
runs in two-thirds of an inning as
the Reds lost 21-13 to the Tigers.
Detroit scored 11 runs in the
ninth inning, getting four off projected setup man Johnny Ruff in,

Pittsburgh came back from an
eight-run deficit and beat Toronto 12-11.
Blue Jays starter Juan Guzman
allowed seven hits and seven
runs while walking five in four
innings. Pittsburgh's Paul Wagner wasn't much better, giving
up five hits and five runs In his
four innings of work. Pirates
rookie Mark Johnson and Toronto rookie Shawn Green had
five RBIs each.
Seattle closer Bobby Ayala
walked three batters In the ninth
inning, including Howard Johnson on a full-count pitch that
forced in the deciding run.
"Ayala doesn't seem ready,"
Mariners manager Lou Pinlella
said.

For more information, call, write, or E-mail:
fPayne State University

*

Library and Information Science Program
106 Kresge Library-15
Detroit, MI 48202
(313) 577-1825
lnfo9llsp.purdy.wayne.edu

•

there this season, lined up mostly *
at wide receiver.
The biggest play of the game
came on a 42 yard connection between quarterback Bob Niemet'"
and Gabram. Niemet was 7-16 for
98 yards in the game.
"Niemet ... came out of nowhere," Blackney said. "He has
to be the most improved player.
He gives us reason to believe that •;
beyond Ryan Henry there is hope •
for Bowling Green's offense [in ,
the future]. He's a phenomenal .■_
talent."
/
Niemet, who also pitches for

"He's [Henry] on track to become one of the
finest talents at quarterback in the country."
Gary Blackney
BG head coach

"Watching Mark Dunaway the
last few practices gives me a lot
of reason for hope," Blackney
said. Other players who caught
passes in the game included
surprising Tom Gabram, with
three catches for 60 yards, and a
pair of running backs, Key Ian
Cates and Courtney Davis.
Michael Parker was the leading, rusher with 66 yards on 16
carries, while Cates got the ball
IS times for 60 yards. Davis, who
could see substantial time out

the baseball team, wasn't quite as
pleased with his performance as
Blackney was.
"It felt real good, but it wasn't
one of my greater days," Niemet
said. "With Ryan being held out, I
got a lot of reps this spring and I
picked it up pretty quick."
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Niemet will battle with returning senior Derek Kidwell, who
missed the spring with an injury,
for the back-up QB role In the
fall.
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Undergraduate Student
Government is here to
represent and serve the
students B G S U

UNDERGRADUATE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
By )en Armstrong
Established to enhance the undergraduate living and learning
environment at Bowling Green
State University, the Undergraduate Student Government is here
to serve you.
Formed in 1981, USG serves
as the official representative body
of the undergraduate students.
Through its elected officers and
designated branches and agencies, USG has the authority to
have input in and access to all
actions which affect the general
welfare of the undergraduate students at BGSU.
Any issue that concerns the
students is of importance to USG,
according to past president Jennifer Mathe. Everything from
parking, campus safety, resident

3
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Advertisement / Business Spotlight

Wayne State University
Considering a Fulfilling Career in the Growing Information Profession?
Enroll in Wayne State University's Nationally Recognized
Library and Information Science Program
Located in the heart of Detroit's Cultural Center, WSU is one of the nation's leading
research universities. Wayne State University's Library and Information Science
Program is designed to prepare students for a career in information science as
librarians, archivists, records managers, and information specialists.
Good Reasons to Enroll In Wayne State University's Library and Information
Science Program:
•
Excellent faculty concerned with teaching students
•
Up-to-date curriculum and technology in teaching laboratories
•
The Detroit metro area offers numerous opportunities for professional
field experience and employment in over 250 area libraries
•
Classes are conveniently scheduled for working students and degrees
can be earned on a full or part-time basis
•
Scholorships and assistantships are available
•
Attractive, new housing accomodations adjacent to a beautiful campus

myself working together for two
years, we knew what types of
moves we were going to do.
"It's different now. We've had
six or seven different guys running six or seven different patterns at seven or eight different
speeds. So it's a learning process
and you have to get through
that."
Henry and his expected number one target this season, junior
and sometime quarterback Mark
Dunaway, hooked up twice in the
game, one a 23-yard touchdown
strike in the third quarter.

hall concerns to the recent pop
tax issue is addressed by the student government.
Three branches make up USG.
The 36 senators of the legislative branch seek out and bring
concerns of the students to the
assembly. Any issues that USG
needs to address are put into legislation. The president, vice president and their cabinet make up
the executive branch and attempt
to enforce passed legislation.
The judicial branch handles
student arbitration and traffic appeals.
Students can get involved with
USG by running for elected office, applying for an executive
cabinet office, applying for a student court position, serving as a
student representative on a University committee, serving as a

volunteer or just attending functions.
"We're addressing a greater
spectrum of issues than ever before," Mathe said.
In recent months a student budget committee has been developed to work in coordination with
the university budget committee.
USG also helped propose the new
technology fee to university administrators and form a union
planning board to address the
potential need for a new university union.
"The key thing is that USG has
proven that it is responsive to
students," Mathe said.
"USG has also done an incredibly effective job of gaining respect with the administration,"
she added.
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Lions dominate draft \ I Draft list crowded
with big name QB's
Michael A. Glarrusso
The Associated Press

STATE COLLEGE, Pa. - Penn
State players wish that NFL
scouts chose college football's
national champion.
The Nlttany Lions finished No.
2 behind Nebraska last season,
but Penn State dominated the
first-round of the NFL draft Saturday. Three of the first nine
players were Nlttany Lions, including No. 1 pick Ki-Jana Carter.
"I hope some of the people who
voted in the poll were watching
the draft today," Penn State
receiver Bobby Engram said.
Carolina, which traded the
rights to Carter, selected Penn
State quarterback Kerry Collins
with the No. 5 pick. The New
York Jets surprisingly selected
tight end Kyle Brady with the No.
AP photo
9 pick. The Jets already have a Ki-Jana Carter, seen here in a game last year, was selected first by the
young tight end, Johnny Mitchell. Cincinnati Bengals in the NFL draft on Saturday.
Carter, a native of Westerville,
Ohio, was selected by Cincinnati,
where he'll join last year's No. 1
pick, Dan Wilkinson.
While his roommate. Carter,
gave up his final year of eligibility, Engram decided to remain in
school for his senior season despite winning the Biletnikoff A
ward as the nation's top receiver.
Engram wondered if he could
have been the fourth Nittany
Lion chosen in the first round.

"I was surprised so many No. 1 pick and it was the first
receivers [three] went in the top time three Nittany Lions were
10," he said. "I look forward to chosen in the first round.
Coach Joe Paterno couldn't get
next year, to definitely having
another big year and seeing what through his news conference before Penn State's annual spring
happens."
The last time three players game without getting updates
from the same school were se- from the draft. Paterno said
lected in the top 10 was 1987, Brady, Carter and Collins were
when Miami's Vinny Testaverde, as good as any players at their
Jerome Brown and Alonzo positions in Penn State history.
Highsmlth were chosen.
"I'm happy for them," Paterno
Carter was Penn State's first said.

B.G.'s Largest

The Associated Press

and most unique
selection of
Imported

CINCINNATI ~ Dan Wilkinson
didn't do much to help Cincinnati's porous defense as last year's
top pick in the NFL draft. Now,
the question is what impact running back Ki-Jana Carter will
have on a stagnant Bengals
offense.
The Bengals surprised most of
the experts by acquiring the
draft's first pick from the Carolina Panthers and taking the AilAmerican from Penn State on
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Then Barker went to Green
Bay on the fifth round.
All the quarterbacks are
considered prospects to be
long-term backups.

Saturday.
Coach Dave Shula was so giddy
about getting Carter that he predicted the Bengals' entire
offense will be improved.
Cincinnati scored just five
rushing touchdowns last year
and averaged 97 yards per game
on the ground. Carter, who bypassed his final year of college
eligibility, should change that.
The 5-foot-10, 227-pound back
averaged 7.8 yards per carry as a
junior last season and scored 23
touchdowns, second best in the
nation.
"It's hard to get by the first
pick without a smile on your
face," Shula said. "That really
got us off to a tremendous start."
Getting the player everybody
wanted in this year's NFL draft
will no doubt help, but it also Is
no secret that the Bengals had
several holes to plug.
In the third round, they picked
a much-needed blocker for Carter - offensive tackle Melvin Tu-

ten from Syracuse.
Shula doubted whether Tuten
could start right away. "But we
feel he'll develop over a period of
time," he said.

from Fresno State, was picked in
the fifth round. The 6-2,
210-pound Dunn caught 44 passes
for 666 yards last season. He
averaged a little more than IS
yards per catch during his career.
In the sixth round the Bengals
picked up another blocker for
Carter. Purdue's Ryan Grigson
stands 6-5 and weighs 295 was a
three-year starter for the
Boilermakers.
Dave Shula
Line coach Paul Alexander said
Bengals head coach he was ecstatic with the pick.
"You've got to love this guy. He's
big, tough, physical and athletic,"
During the second half of the Alexander said.
With its final pick in the sevdraft on Sunday, the Bengals
may have filled a couple of addi- enth round, Cincinnati got
tional needs.
Brigham Young quarterback
Sam Shade, a two-year starter John Walsh, who threw for 4,166
at safety for Alabama, was cho- yards and 33 touchdowns last
sen in the fourth round. Last season with the Cougars. Walsh,
year, he anchored the Crimson like Carter, was a junior who
Tide secondary with 57 tackles passed up his final season. He
and one interception.
had been projected to go as high
.
David Dunn, a wide receiver as the second round.

"It's hard to get by
the first pick without
a smile on your face."
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Wood Cable: bringing the best
of cable entertainment and
education to each viewer's home

J.CREW

By Jen Armstrong
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probably because he's only 6-0.
But the most Interesting development In a league where
coaches have been bemoaning
the lack of quarterback was the
slow but steady run on signalcallers.
After Steve McNalr and
Kerry Collins went to Houston
and Carolina with the third and
fifth picks of the third round,
there were two more in each of
the next two rounds. In order,
they were Todd Collins of
Michigan to Buffalo, Kordell
Stewart of Colorado to Pittsburgh, Stoney Case of New
Mexico lo Arizona and Eric
Zeier of Georgia to Cleveland.
Then came the fourth-round
run - Johnson to Jacksonville,
May to Minnesota, Barr to
Philadelphia and Stenstrom to
Kansas City. Stenstrom will
play in the same "California
offense" he played under Bill
Walsh at Stanford - it was installed for Joe Montana with
the Chiefs.

•
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NEW YORK - It's not exactly 1983, when six quarterbacks
were taken in the first round.
But the 1995 draft is becoming
the year of the quarterback in
its own way.
Four more quarterbacks Rob Johnson of use, Chad
May of Kansas State, Dave
Ban- of California and Steve
Stenstrom of Stanford - were
taken in the fourth round as the
draft resumed Sunday. Jay
Barker of Alabama went in the
fifth
That brought the total for the
first five rounds to 11, two
more than were taken in seven
rounds last year and three
more than were chosen in eight
rounds in 1993, the first year
the draft dropped from 12
rounds.
That wasn't unexpected -1 this was supposed to be a year
when there were more quarterbacks available than in the
past. In fact, both Johnson and
May were considered first
rounders at one point.
They weren't the only
players chosen in the fourth

round who tumbled.
Two wide receivers, Lovell
Plnkney of Texas and Jack
Jackson of Florida, both considered possible firstrounders, went on consecutive
picks to St. Louis and Chicago.
Their problems? Squabbles
with coaches and teammates
that lowered their cvalue In the
eyes of scouts.
"A pain in the butt to his
teammates and a bigger pain to
the opposition," Joel Buchsbaum, one of the leading
professional draftnlks, wrote
of Jackson.
Among the other notables to
go in the first round of the second day were guard Rich Zatechka of Nebraska, chosen by
the New York Giants, and Pete
Mitchell, the Boston College
tight end taken by Miami. Mitchell, considered too small and
too slow, catches everything in
sight and may turn out to be
like a Dan Marino target of a
decade ago, Joe Rose, who used
to catch the crucila 9-yard pass
on t hi rd-and-8.
Illinois .linebacker Dana
Howard, an Ail-American the
last two years, was taken late
in the fifth round by Dallas,

Bengals give offense a lift

ABSOLUTELY THE
VERY LOWEST

...urn

Dave Goldberg
The Associated Press
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Everyone can find a channel
that interests them with Wood
Cable.
With over 44 basic channels,
six premium channel., and one
pay-per-view channel, Wood
Cable strives to bring the best
cable has to offer to the Bowling
Green area.
Most recently, the local cable
company has added the Spanish
channel, the Learning channel
and the History channel.
The cable system in Bowling
Green began in 1966 through efforts made by the local radio station. The company has changed
hands three times through the
years and is currently owned by

Fanch Communications, Denver,
Colo.
Fifteen employees work to
bring the best service at the lowest price, according to general
manager Larry Miller.
"We like to consider our service a study reference for BGSU
students. At any given time, you
can turn on the TV and see what
is happening all over the world,"
Miller says.
Wood Cable provides such
educational channels as Arts and
Entertainment and C-span.
"Its the vast options of entertainment offered in the conve*
nience of your own home that
makes our service unique," Miller
explains.
On campus, rates run $169 for

a full school year, nearly a 20
percent savings from regular rates.
Students who live off campus,
pay $20.10 a month for basic
services and $9.95 for the first
premium channel.
Wood Cable installs their service within two days after the
initial call. The installercan often
be there the next day.
The Wood Cable office is located at 118 N. Main Street. Drop
in Monday through Friday 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Staff and maintenance
are available during the weeknights until 8 p.m. and on Saturdays from 9 a.m. until noon. The
cable company also provides a
24-houremergency maintenance
service.
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Schulz gives champ a scare Gallagher wins
Ed Schuyler
The Associated Press
LAS VEGAS -- George Foreman wants to fight In Germany,
but not against a German named
Axel Schulz.
"I won't fight that kid again,"
(Foreman said from behind a
[large pair of sunglasses hiding
the closed left eye he got in retaining his IBF heavyweight title
on a majority decision over
Schulz on Saturday night.
"Forget it! He can go right
.back where he came from."
' Foreman could be headed to
Germany, too, for a match
against an opponent to be determined in July or August.
"George wants to fight in
Germany," promoter Bob Arum
said. "A rematch would be huge
over there." Arum added,
however, that the Germans
might not want Foreman in any
fight except a rematch with
Schulz.
Foreman also wants to fight
Mike Tyson, but there appears to
be too many obstacles in the path
of such a fight.
"I think if he is the champion I
think he is, he will give me a rematch," said the 26-year-old
Schulz, who went into the fight
unheralded and unranked. "I
scored points. I also had to fight
against the referee and the
judges."
A lot of ringsiders thought the
German beat the 46-year-old
Foreman, fighting as champion
for the first time in the United
States. His four title bouts in the
1970s were out of the country. He
had become champion again
when, needing a knockout to win,

he floored Michal Moorer in the
10th round last Nov. 5.
In one of the later rounds Saturday night at the MGM Grand
Garden, some of the estimated
crowd of 11,000 started chanting,
"USA."
"When I heard that -USA. USA'
I thought I'd thought I'd die
rather than let them down," said
Foreman, who won the 1968
Olympic heavyweight title in
Mexico City and then carried a
small American flag around the
ring. 'USA' pulled me through,
and I was able to do it for them."
What pulled Foreman through
was his punishing left jab and
Schulz' lack of punching power.
At the end of six rounds. Foreman led 59-55 (5-1 in rounds) on
judge Keith McDonald's card and
58-56 (4-2) on the cards of Jerry
Roth and Chuck Giammpa.
The final scores were Giampa
114-114 (6-6) and Roth and
McDonald each 115-113 (7-5) for
Foreman, making it a majority
decision.
Although the 12th round appeared to be Schulz' best,
McDonald scored it for Foreman.
Had he given it to Schulz, his
score would have been 114-114,
and Foreman would have kept
the title on a majority draw.
The AP scored it 114-114. The
AP has given Foreman just 10 of
34 rounds in his title-bid loss to
Evander Holy field in 1991, his
knockout of Moorer and his win
over Schulz.
The CompuBox punch stats
showed Foreman landed 249
punchs, 111 of them jabs, out of
543 thrown. Schulz connected on
229 of 482 punches.
"He ran," complained Fore-

at Greensboro
David Droschak
The Associated Press
GREENSBORO. N.C. - Jim
Gallagher Jr. shot a 6-underpar 66 in cold, rainy and
blustery conditions Sunday to
pull off the biggest final-round
comeback on the PGA Tour in
four years, winning the $1.5
million Greater Greensboro
Open.
Gallagher, who won for the
fourth time in his career,
made up seven shots on second-round leader Jeff Sluman
and the rest of the field, mostly with a 5-under 31 on the
back side to win the $270,000
first-place prize with a 14-under274.
Mark Brooks came back
from seven shots to win the
1991 GGO, while Fulton Allem
also rallied that same year for
victory in Houston.
It turned out that a parsaving 6-foot putt out of a
green-side sand bunker on No.
18 was just as key for Gallagher as his eight birdies. He
posted his score and then
watched as Sluman and play-

AP phoi o/R Ic k Havncr
Charlotte's Greg Sutton drives
through three Cavs during the
Hornets' victory on Sunday.

CHARLOTTE, N.C. - Darrin
Hancock scored nine points in
leading Charlotte's 26-0 thirdquarter run on the way to a 97-72
victory over the Cleveland Cavaliers on Sunday.
The Hornets won 50 games for
the first time in their seven-year
history and with it a huge boost
of confidence heading into their
first-round playoff showdown
with the Chicago Bulls beginning
Friday.
The Cavaliers meet the New
York Knicks in a series starting
Thursday.
When Mark Price' sank a
21-foot jumper with 8:12 left to
play, Cleveland took a 53-49 edge.
That was the last the Cavaliers
would see of Charlotte,

Jacobsen hit a good drive on
the 435-yard 18th, but landed
his approach shot in the same
bunker as Gallagher. Jacobsen's stance in the trap was
horrible, the ball sitting well
below his feet. He skidded his
sand shot over the green and
his pitch to save par and force
a playoff sailed past the hole.
Gallagher's earnings leave
him about $22,000 short of the
$4 million mark for his 12-year
career.

APphrtWLennoxMcLendoa

George Foreman flashes his belts after his victory over Axel Schulz on
Saturday In Las Vegas.
man. "You don't run when
fighting for the championship."
At the final bell, Foreman's left
eye had a lump bigger than a golf
ball above it.
Schulz, 221 pounds to 256 for
Foreman, did a lot of circling but
also stood and exchanged

punches with Foreman. He won
most of the exchanges, especially
in the second half of the fight.
Foreman simply couldn't put his
punches together.
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"I was dead out there," Foreman admitted.

Monday Special $5*20
Chicken LickirV Buffet.

Charlotte drills Cleveland
Tom Foreman
The Associated Press

ing partner Peter Jacobsen
stumbled down the stretch.
Sluman was another hardluck loser, shooting a 2-over 74
to finish in a second-place tie
with Jacobsen, who shot par,
at 13-under 275. Sluman, who
bogeyed the par-3 17th to fall
out of a tie with Jacobsen and
Gallagher, hasn't won since
his 1988 PGA Championship
title at Oak Tree.
Meanwhile, Jacobsen
missed a 12-footer by inches
on No. 16, and lipped out a
25-footer on the next hole that
Sluman ended up bogeying.

From that point on, Cleveland
went cold, committed six turnovers that Charlotte turned into
13 points and finished the quarter with 5-21 shooting.
Hersey Hawkins sank a foul
shot to get the rally going, Larry
Johnson added a layup and Hancock converted one of Cleveland's turnovers into two foul
shots with 5:3S to go, and Charlotte had the lead for good.
Hancock, who had 13 points,
finished the quarter with a
length-of-the-court drive and
layup to give Charlotte a 75-53
edge.
Cleveland stayed cold for almost two minutes into the fourth
quarter and never got the lead
below 20 points.
Alonzo Mourning hit 10 of 13
shots for 26 points to lead six
Charlotte players in double fig-
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... the demand for natural resources
needed to produce new books.

r\ m 11

... books sold back by other
students.

FiSCYGiL

! JZZta — your used books and your money.

FiSBHLL

... your books for cash and help
meet the demand for them next term.

ures. He also had a game-high 12
rebounds. Hawkins had 15, Larry
Johnson scored 14, Dell Curry 12
and Robert Parish 10, including a
dunk at the final buzzer.
Cleveland played without Tyrone Hill, who was out with a hip
pointer, and John Williams, who
had a sore left ankle.

Inch Salad bar, baked potato, veggie &
unlimited beverage

BEST VALUES ON CAMPUS

OPEN 4:30 - 7P.M.
*ALL STUDENT MEAL CARDS ACCEPTED

Bring all your used books to:

the University Bookstore
April 24-27
April 28
April 29
May 1-4
May 5

8am-6pm
8am-5pm
..9am-5pm
8am-6pm
8am-5pm
OELISTyiEt served cold >
VEGGIE • ITALIAN • HAM & CHEESE

the University Union

May 1-4
May 5

9am-4pm
9am-3pm

OVEN BAKED I served hot)
SUPREME • MEATSA • CHEESER • PEPPERONI • VEGGIE'

WE BUY MOST TITLES HAVING NATIONAL RESALE VALUE - HARDCOVER OR PAPERBACK.
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I. #IittleCaesaw ■ .
112 S. Mercer B.G.
Open late finals week!

®LtttleCaaiarr
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SMALL
PIZZAS

MtlOBBMIMI
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$722

*f * ~s"

354-6500

$422
' i

tf)IittleCMHr I
NOW
DELIVERING!
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CAMPUS EVENTS
■vSvSSvSSv
Financial Htmrnmm A—octoMoo
I* Co-sponsoring LARRY DAVENPORT
From Ernst I Young speaking on
L n-jepreneunalship m rhe oo'i
Tint.. April Mh
7'30pmBA110
OfBo»r Elections B be hold afterwards
Attendance Required
leftK4K t\C
GARAGE SALE I
Thurt. April 27*112-530
Frl. Aprl 28th 9-1
UNION OVAL
sponsored by GSOT

CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE
Inlormalon raght
LVOOPMTuet.. April 25rh
106 BA
Everything you have ever wanted 10 know
about becoming an escort or being escorted.

Graduating and moving to the Cleveland Area ?
I'm looking lor a lemale roommaa (nonsmoker, retponsiole) to share an apartment
(ram A oils). Prefer WeeOake, Avon, Avon
Laka, Rocky River. Sherd eld/Sheffield Lake.
areas Cal Lisa Q 353-0618 ASAP.

COUNTRY DANCING AT UPTOWNWEDNESDAYS. DANCE LESSONS WITH
BRIAN BEGIN ATS PM.

GREAT JOB OPPORTUNITIES!!
1 year jobs onry.
Be a live-in nanny.
Earn S200-S350rweek plus exceaent benefits
Call The Perfect Nanny 800-882 2698

DO EUROPE
8229ANYTIMEI
II you're a little flexible, we can
help you boat the airline's prices.
•NO HIDDEN CHARGES"
"CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE'
AIRH ITCH 900-326-2009
alrNtcra9nalcom.com

HELPMEI
SUBLEASER NEEDED NOW!
One bedroom of three bedroom apt, two ol
three tenants. t140/mo, May 17- Aug 17, Cal
Sarah @ 372-5659.
' CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND BARSI

FINANCIAL AID
Anention All Students
Over t6 Billon kl FREE Financial Aid
la now avail, for students nationwido
from pnvato sector grants A scholarships
All students ara eligible regardless of
grades, income, or parent's income. For
moro lnfo:1-600-263-6495 ail. FSS444

STRESSED OUT?
coma out to tho UNION OVAL
tor
BUNGEE CORD run.
roommata JOUSTING,
VELCRO Olympics
Apr. 25 horn 12-4,
$2.00 tor all 3 events/J.75 par event
cart 2-7164 or 2-2343 tor Into
■ponaorod by UAO

QOVT FORECLOSED homaa from 5%. Delinquent Tax, Rape's. REO's. Your area. Toll
Free (1) 800 898 9778 ExL H 2076 for currant
listings.

UAORamindari
If! not too lalo lo rum in your Homecoming director application. They'ro due by 5pm on
Tuaaday in the UAO olfica located on rho 3rd A.
of tho Student Union. What ara you waiting tor?
Comafolnthafunl

SERVICES OFFERED
Pregnant? We can help. Free and conUaneal
pregnancy lest, support, and information BG
Pregnancy Cooler. Call 354-HOPE.
SKYDIVING CLASSES staring Apr. 1aL Studom and group discounts. Visa and KAC accepted 10 minutes from BGSU campus. SKYDIVE BG. 352-5200.
-

PERSONALS

INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES: SPRING INTRAMURALS FORFEIT FEES MUST BE
PCKED UP IN 130 FIELD HOUSE BY
WEDNESDAY, MAY 3. IMS. YOU MUST
BRING YOUR RECEIPT
MODEL UNITED NATIONS
Tho BGSU United Nations Program will be
conducting a U.N. Security Council simulation
in BA 1008. Monday April 24 from 3:30 to 430
pm. Anyone wishing to loam moro about the
BGSU Modal UN Program is welcome to attend. For moro Information contact Dr. Curbs
Peet at 372-7270.

Subleaser needed lor summer '95 mala, 624
Ml St.. ask tor Kevin 353-3348.

ChikJcare needed lor 2 children ages 4-6. June
thru Aug. Hours w.n vary par weak. Approx.
20-30 hrs. It Interested please call 353-5616.

Summar Subleaser Naadad
8275/mo. 1 bdrm.
Call Anytime 352 8384
Summar Sublease. Room-In house. Close to
campus. Si 84/mo. * uli.
Call 353-8814
WANTEDII
2-3 eubteasers for a cuts yellow, 2 bdrm.
house. Yours tor aummar May-Aug. Angle or
Rhonda 353-3635.
WANTED: 1-2 FEMALE CO-LEASERS. APT.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS; AFFORDABLE. FOR
MORE INFO, KRISTEN MANOR 372-4668
(FALL IS).

HELP WANTED

ORDER YOUR
DIDENEDETTO'S
GRADUATION PARTY
SUBS AND TRAYS
NOW
WE DELIVER
352-4663

8350-8400
PER WEEK OR MORE!
People Naadad To Do Fun.
Easy, Respectable
PanorFul Time Work
At Home
24 Hr. Mag. Olvea DataMa
CALLNOWII
1-809-4 74-2920
Intl. Ld. rates apply

SARAH OQDAHL
Democrat tor
First Ward City Council

' PI Phi' Kappa Slg* PI Phi'Kappa Sig'
Congratulations to Lisa Brewer on balng chosen aa Kappa Sigma Sweetheartl
• PI Phi • Kappa Slg * PI Phi • Kappa Slg •

Sig Kap * Stacy Vojir' Sig Kap
The sisters of Sigma Kappa would like to thank
Stacy Vojir for hsr wonderful work so tar as our
House Director I
Sig Kap • Stacy Vojir • Sig Kap

$1750 weekly possioie
mailing our circulars
For Info cal 202-286-0065.
Ho.ooam INCOME potential. Home Typists/PC users. Toll Free (1) 800488-8778
Ext T-2076torsstlngs.

ALPHA CHI OMEGA
Tuesday Talks
Sexual Aaaa u ft Survivor Pans Isharmg their stories
and discussing ways of
protecting yourself
Apr. 28, fpm Tall Room
UAO

Congrats Katie McKool on
being selectod lor
Alpha Lambda Del tat
We're proud ot you I
ALPHA CHI OMEGA

WANTED

Attention Students:
I YOU have found a aummar |ob
that la related to your Mi (or
COME TOTHE CO-OP OFFICE
2M AD. Bldg. to register for
a fraa tranaerlot notation.
VERIFY YOUR SUMMER JOB!
2-2451 details
CAMPUS ESCORT SERVICE
Remember, don't walk alone. Pick up the
phono and call 372-8360.

"•FAIL/SPRING 8UBLEASERS
NEEDED! t~
1 Female Sublease! needed lor Fall/Spring
Samaatara ol 95-96 school year. One block
Of) ol campua and close to the baralll
(House ia located on comsr of Ridge and
North Enlerprlae SL) Own Room!! Rant
8200/monlh plue utliniaa. If Inlereoled cal
ASAP and ask for Mary Jo at 353-2421 or
leave a i
"FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE"
1. 2. or 3 sublaaiars needed for aummar.
House on Corner of Jackson and Napoleon.
«l27/mo. . uol. M or F, Big yard. 353-8122 1 Sarah or Jute.

IICENTER FOR CHOICE

II

Confidential Health care lor Women

Student fee
Abortion through
20 weeks
Morning after
Treatment
Caring friend or
Relative allowed
For personal
Support
16 N. Huron

Tokdo. Oil43604
1-100-519-6003

1 lemeie non-smoking roommata naadad tor
fall or spring. Foi Run Apartments. 383-0312.
1 lemale subleaser naadad lor summar, fal.
and spring. t140/mo. Cloaa to campus. Cal
354-2021 for info.
1 summar lemale subleaser naadad.
1120/mo. Cloaa to campus. Pay only JuneAug. 353-218. (Bridget).
2 Sublaasars naadad for 2 bdrm Duploi homo,
1 klichan, 1 bath May-August, 8282/mo near
campus, cal soon 353-9321.
4 lemeie sublaasars naadad tor aummar. Fox
Run Apartments ttosmrjkirig.Cas 363-0312
Desperately need Summar SuWeaser. Ideal tor
someone who nasds place tor 1st Summer
Session only. Own room, turn. incl.. rant nag.,
Can Lisa s> 352-1354.
Female aubtsr. naadad ASAP lor Fal 1995
Own Room -1117 JO oar mo. Cal 372-3783.

T ■ H_i_

HOMESTEAD

YOUR TIMF

CARING, RESPONSIBLE FEMALE STUDENT NEEDE0 FOR SUMMER CHILD CAR!
(NON-SMOKER). FRIENDLY FAMILY, RESIDENCE CLOSE TO CAMPUS. MAY • TO
JUNE t 7:20AM-9:OOAM; JUNE 12TO JUNE
30 7:20AM-12:2O . ADDITIONAL FLEXIBLE
HOURS THROUGH AUGUST. SERIOUS INQUIRES CALL 382-2192 BETWEEN 7-9PM
ONLY. MUST HAVE REFERENCES.
Chi Chi's Restaurant is now hiring bartender's,
lood and cocktail servers Chose to work lull or
part rime days, evenings, or seasonal Apply in
parson or sand resume to 4307 Milan Rd. Sandusky OH 44870.

Rebecca J. Wiley
Congratulations from Alpha Lambda Delta on
the Miriam Shelden Fellowship for tho 1995-96
school year Good luck on pursuing your Ph.D.
In Psycnotogy. Wo syo proud of you I!

R U Driving home this summer
to MINNEAPOLIS. MN?
Wanna share gas & earn extra 8$8?
Cal 372-1067 or leave message.

Crttzen Acton seeks caring, committed man A
woman for our permanent A summar staff. Put
your interest In soda! change to work In a casual environment. 130-10 M-F $32Srwk.
241-7674 for Interview.

Needed 1 Subleaser
Own room, under (200
Cal Alan 93534257

Double Pnnts
Fraa avary day
Packages Plus 152-1693

Show oft two* shooting akilsl
It's ■ 3-pi and slam dunk contest
Tuesday April 25 9pm
Anderson Arona
cashprlzee wil bo awarded.
Como watch or ploy I
Slon up In UAO oltloa April 1 P.24
Cal 2-7164 or 2-2343 tor moro Into.

Campaign Work
Don't spend your summar feppin' burgersi

-ATTsUtTION"
Graphic Design A VCT Majors
Gat hands-on axparienco In your Mdl
Join the production staff of BGSU's
Student Publications I Interviews now
being given for Fal 95. for requirements
see Job SI 53 at Student Employment,
450 Student Servloas. Hurry!

250

COUNSELORS A INSTRUCTORS
neededl
Private, rood summar camp In Pocono Mans.,
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan, Box 234BG,
KenHworth. NJ 07033. (80S) 276-0898

ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS
110.80
Local branch ol national chain
has P.TJF.T. positions available
immediately attar finals.
All majors considered
Flexible schedules, good communication
and business experience.
University Union Foyer.
April 27A2S
10:00am-2:00pm
Thurs.&Frl.

Adult Services Substitute-We ara seeking Qualified individuals to provide on-the job coaching
to parsons with Mental Ratardation and Developmenta) Disabilities Must be able to provide
transportation to consumers to/from the job
site. High School Diploma or equivalent required and Ohio Drivers license. Salary
16.00/hour. Applications available
8:00am-4:30pm at Wood County Board of
MR/TJD. Administrative Offices. Entrance B,
11180 East Gypsy Lane Road, Bowling Groan,
Orso.EOE
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry. Earn to $3,000-86,000
plus/month and benefits. Male/Female. No
experience necessary (206)S4S-4155 oxt
ASS448.
Appllcallone balng taken for cleaning rentale or minor maintenance. Apply at 316 E.
Merry e^btwvi.10avn-Spm.

COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS naadadl
too posit Ions! Coed aummar camp. Pocono
Mine, PA. Good salary rtlpsl (806)689-3339.
FISHING
810OO-82400/MO.
For a new career? If you love sports, travel.
and a fast paced office environment. Wa ara
seeking sales raps, managers, and trainers.
No phono Interviews. Cal lor appointment
868-2037
French House Position
Housekeeper. All meals and 8100/year. Mala
or female. Call between 9-12 at 2-2871, ask for
Mrs. Barton.
Full-time teacher warned tor immediate start in
Korea. Must be a naive English speaker win
college degree and able to obtain a visa. For
more mlormation. call (617)352-6711.
HIGHLY MOTIVATED
Seeking individuals thai ara aggressive,
money motivated, and enjoy a challenge. Looking (or 5 individuals to expand our new office in
Toledo for Internationa) Sales, Tranmg. and
Marketing Co. Potential to earn
3-4k/mo.
Training provided. Call 867-0283

Is Running

OUT

Brand New!
Only3 left!

For the Graduate Student
or Young Professional
* Vaeltsd cetlln|s
aakjrlwjhl.
* Caere- afllclcal
wCetaasfctlo
Cheek rail Ihees dddhoul. apadaue I
Mas 2 bwlrnem apaftmenei OHivenstdy
Ucatad In downtown Dowi tig Oraen:
■ 1 block, to dwwntown «,opp«.|
a i kbek w tw ofllc
a Open n Auavier. 1006
a Sates frees 6460 la 8040 per aaenth
■ PSIIISSI ml fraoe rseslirl

Fall Leases
are still
available:

• 2 bdrm - 2 bath
• 1 bdrm

ASSISTANT
MANAGER
81780410.
If you have a strong beset In the environment,
hearth, and fitness and a strong desire to work
ki a long term career, we need assistants to
help run our now office. FT/FT available.
Tamp. Positions aval. also.

■Currant Student Emptoyaaa:Employmanl
Available Xnel O-August 11.
■New 8tudenta:Employment Available June
tO-Jury 1.
To ApplyiPick up an application at any ol the
loilowing locations:
■Commons Dining Comer
'DownUnder
■Founders Dining Can tar
■Harshman Dining Canter
■Galley
'Kreischer Dining Center
'McDonald Dining Center
•Student Errajloymeni Services-450 Student
Services
■Food Operations Central Office-200 Centrex
Bldg.

VAN DRIVER. Part-time position to provide
transportation to and from social service
agency. Must be between the ages of 21-65.
have a valid drivers license and excellent driving record. Submit resume to P.O. Box 736.
8owlmg Green, Ohio. EOE.
YMCA Storer Camps Is now hiring:
Senior Counselors. Sailing Instructors. Ropes.
Course Instructors. A Nurses. Applicants
should be at least 19 years ok), CPR and Fast
Aid required Salary: From 8110-1185 wk.
Dales from May through August. To apply:
Contact Billy Dannals. Director of Summer
programs. YMCA Storer Camps. 7260 S,
Stony Lake Rd.. Jackson, Ml 49201. Phone:
(517)536-6607
.

FOR SALE
1983 Chevy Malibu. ArC, pdl, very dependable. 8800 OBO. Call Brian at 353-5419.

Needed: Mall Mascot-Must be able to wear
Woody Bear costume, available weekends and
summer. 85/hr. Apply in person at Woodland
Mall office. 1234 N. Main SL

352-7454.
1 bdrm. turn. Grade. Third St.
2 bdrm. unfurn. 7th St.
Available August - 352-3445.
1 or 2 bdrm. apts. Only 2 left.
Call today 9 or 12 month leaaes.
Cany Rentals 353 0325
12 month leases starting May 19,1995.
122 N. Enterprise-1 BR-1 person-8330.util
404 E. Court-2BR 2person-S430.ut!l
Sieve Smiti 352-8917.
2 bdrm. 9 A 12 mo. lease Inc. heal, hot waier,
cooking 6 sower Conveniently located - dose
ID campus, library. 8 1-75. Clough A Mercer,
Univ. ullage. 352-0164.
353-0325 • CARTY RENTALS
Summer Lease avail.-1 or 2 bdrm apts.
8220 per month, air conditioning. Single
tooms-tl lOVmo. Summer 6 1 si 8wk. session.
724 SIXTH ST 8 705 SEVENTH ST.
2 BDRM. FURNISHED APARTMENTS
8500/MO. - 8 1/2 MO. LEASE
FREE HOT WATER, SEWER, GAS, HBO
CALL 354-0914 BETWEEN 4PM A 11PM
IF POSSIBLE.
'846 Fifth St. 2 bdrm. apt. with fireplace, washer/dryer, dshwsh. Available In May. Cal
354-2500.

1891 Honda CBR 600 F2. Vanas-Hines jet kit,
mint condition. 85100 OBO, must sell
354-0822.

May to May leases avail, and Aug. to Aug.
leases Yes. we do a low pets 354-8800.

Desk-7 drawers, good condiiion
Must sal, $65, OBO
354-7205

Furniture for sale
Jennifer 353-8085

Loving cars in OUR home. Infant, preschooler.
Top pay. Highly rasp., own trans, rats., Cal
419-372-2873.

1 and 2 BR apartments.
1 year, nine months, or summer leases.

Live with my roommate-she Is fun. 1-2 sub
loasors needed for summar. $400 for summer
plus utilities. Call Melissa at 353-1015.

Journalism Interns needed for BG City Schools
P.R. Office. May 8 - Juno 15, 1195. Cal
352-3576 ExL 310.

Looking for individuals with an entrepreneurial
spirit. Earn a significant Income In your homo
while you are away at school Career or job,
your choice Flexible hours, possibility of travel,
great networking opportunities and excellent
economic benedts People wanted from At
lanta, Chicago, Indianapolis, Toledo. Cleveland, Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Davenport, Detroit,
Fint, Saginaw, Dayton. Only serious applicants need call between rha hours of 9:30am to
4:00pm at (301)681-2482. e.t 1. " A racially
inclusive company."

•2 bdrm. house on Ada Ave. avail. 8/1.8500 .
uoT. 1 yr. lease.
-Lg. 2 bdrm. country homo on Soktrher Rd. avail. Si 1.8675 . util. 1 yr. lease
Call 353-6982.

1987 Toyota Supra, while, 55k. manual trans.,
loaded w/CD player, new brakes, 6 starter,
must sell. 372-3447.

For Sale: double bed, computer style desk
w/chair, armoir, bedside cabinet. Call
353-3917.

Looking for a job? Earn 85000 to (6000 working on Put- In Bay. ft you ara 25 or older call tor
details and application Tuesday and Thursday
1 pm to 8pm - 800-440-8353.

FOR RENT

•Questions: Cal Barb Erisman @ 372-7938

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to J25 - US/hour
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan. or S. Korea.
No teaching background or Asian languages
required. For Into, call: (206) 632-1146
0XIJ55441.

FURNITURE FOR SALE
Sturdy metal desk. 820 OBO 2 lab* lamps
with new shades, 810 ea.; 2 gold accent chairs.
$1 Pea.Call 352-5767.
Liberty 69. 12 by 60, 2 bdrm., 1 bath mobile
home. Good condition, 82000 OBO. 352-7165.
Macintosh LCII4-80 w printer and color monitor includes software. 81300. Call 433-6212 for
info.

Need 1 -2 Subleaeera for Summar
Oulei 1 bdrm. on Clay SL available now
Perfect for grad Student. 425-0116.
Roommate needed nowl Now apart., own
room. 8189/mo, cheap utilities11074 Fairview
Dr. Apt. E. Have a puppy. Call If interested
352-8423.
Spacious One Bedroom Apt.
Walk-In Closets, nice yard, quiet, recently remodeled, off-street parking. 8375/mo, Avail.
June 1 352-2004.
SUBLEASER NEEDED
Summer '95 wh house on corner of Thuratln A Wooeter neat lo Mark i and Founder's.
Looking tor grp ot 3-4. Rent/ Beat Otter.
Call Chris 353-KINO (5464).
Subleasing 1BR apt. Unfurnished.
8390 e ok>. No security deposit needed. Pets
allowed. Nice, quiet atmospere. Available in
May. Please Call 353-3410, leave massage
during he day.

MACINTOSH Computer.
Complete system Including printer only

8599
C«II Chris at 800-289-5685.
Woman's 10 spaed

A

150.OBO
354-7205
'85 MERCURY CAPRI, blk . good interior,
power w/i/s, cruise, A/C, taps, sunroof,
81000/OBO. Call 352-6266.

^FE

104 S. (ViniN

353-0988

Night Floor Care. Pt- time position.
8-8 pm. Apply at Wood County Nursing Homo.
11080E.Gypsy Lane. BG.
Painters, Summer Job.
Cleveland Area. Good starting pay.
216-292-0880.

Management Inc.

Part-time babysitter needed In OUR homo. 2
small boys, need own trans., rats. req. Cal
372-2673.

ONE BEDROOM, 21S E. Poe Rd.

PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Are you looking for pan-bme employment o! 15
hrs. plus par week within walking distance to
BGSU campus? Interested In working various
unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging, ale?
Rate of pay la 84.25 par hour. Apply In parson
between the hours ol 9.00am A 5:00pm (M-F)
at
Advanced Specially Products. Inc.
428CloughSl
Bowling Groan OH 43402

rents $310- $360

RESORT JOBS
Earn to 812/hr. 8 tips. Theme Parks, Howls,
Spas, plus more. Tropical A Mountain destmattona. Call 1-206-632-0180 ait R55443.
Run your own business. Gain valuable experience while building your resume. Earn up to
810,000. Irrigation sales A installation. Vehicle
required. Call Student Sprinklers
1-800-265-7691.
SPORTS MINDED PERSON
Sports fitness company expanding In NW
Onto. 6 Figures Possible For into, oat
1-800-3284881.
Tefemarlieenj PosWon Avalable
Evening hours. Whitanoues. OH.
Sand resumes ID: McVIckar Insurance
5625 Weckerty Rd., Wrilehouse. OH 43671.

130 ha w»»«s«» At Bo«*«| Ones. Ota

419354-6036

SUMME R HE LP WANT E DI
BGSU Food Operations Is seeking BGSU
Sludente Onry to work during the aummar.

The BG News
Ad vertjung Office
needs student employees
lor Fall 1996
Tues. A Thurs. 9:30am-4:00pm
Mon., Wad.. 6 Frl. 11:30am-1 r30pm
Please call Barb Millar at 372-0328
for moro information

Moving out?
Please remember to leave the'
recycle box for the
next resident.

Free Heat
Free Campus Shuttle
A/Cm all Apartments
Pool

Thank You for Recycling!

WINTHROP
TERRACE
352-9135

STUDY HARD

(EVERGREEN APTS.) More size for
the money, compare this to others
353-5800

Manage me nt Inc.
EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS, 215
E.PoeRd, starts at $225. All
utilities Included Halt the Security
Deposit holds ll now.

353-5800

CA
Management Inc.

j
>

Featuring:
Keith Mathis
Trumpet Player

No need to take your laundry to
Mom. 1048 N. Main SL A1

Z

bdrm * 2 bdrm available 9.5 or

c

12 month lease
info, 355-5800

J_

Cal lor more

Come
enjoy the
best Jazz around1

